
Over the past few weeks On the range rOad, 
there have been a greater than usual number of accidents. Also there has been 
an outpouring of activity on FaceBook and other Social Media and a lot of 
suggestions for fixing the perceived problems. 

The Kuranda Chamber has been asked to coordinate a public meeting on the 
subject and all stakeholders we can identify have been invited, including State 
and Local politicians and representatives of Queensland Roads. 

THE MEETING WILL BE AT 5.30PM IN THE FIREFLY BAR 
AT THE KURANDA HOTEL (BOTTOM PUB) ON THURSDAY 
AUGUST 6TH.

Chamber President John Robinson has these thoughts to offer:
Although it is important for voices to be heard, I am sure that none of us 

want a meeting that goes on for hours without any clear outcomes. Perhaps 
if people could forward concerns and causes (such as Cairns rubbish trucks, 
speeding drivers, road surface etc) AND what they see as a solution – this could 
be collated and distributed as a document at the meeting so that the powers-
that-be leave with something concrete to work on. What I have noticed in the 
various posts (on Facebook) is that causes ARE being identified and solutions 
ARE being touted – we just need to pull this together. People of course then can 
value-add and speak to the issues at the meeting. I also realise that there are 
those who for whatever reason will not be able to make the meeting and this is 
also a way for their voice to be heard.

Also I think it is important that personal experiences and observations of the 
driving habits of ourselves and others be collated and be presented as well. Too 
often these types of discussions are clouded by the opinions of so-called experts 
with the real life experiences of those affected day to day ignored.

From the point of view of the Chamber, issues about the Kuranda Range 
Road are bad for the commuters, bad for the Village, and bad for business. 
Something needs to be done.

Please FB message me – or email me – jrobinson@beagle.com.au.

Range Road Rage
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Advertising Rate 
Increase

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE:
As from the September 2015 edition of  

The Kuranda Paper, advertising rates will increase 
by approximately 20%, owing to ever-increasing 

costs. A new list of rates will be shown on 
page 2 of the September edition.

 The Kuranda Paper advertising rates were last 
increased September 2012, and will still remain 

most competitive.
The Kuranda Paper is a not-for-profit organisation, 
and profits are used to support various community 

organisations and  projects.

Australia Post is aware that there are currently multiple 
scam emails that have started circulating in the past 
few days and are working to stop them as quickly as 
possible. Some examples of the email addresses are:

• track24@toolbusinessmail.com
• *@auspost ~delivery.net
• info@auspost.biz
• info@aust~post.org
• afp~notice24@deliverymailservice.com

Australia Post does not request customers to remit a 
payment for parcel collection, charge customers to hold 
a parcel, nor does it seek to reconfirm your address by 
clicking on a link.

If you receive one of these emails, please delete it 
and do not click on the link.

Ukulele BBQ Kuranda 2015
On the 5th July last I went to the evening concert in the 
Amphitheatre understage.  I have never enjoyed a concert so 
much and from comments I overheard I’m sure the sentiment 
was shared by everyone present. I was never a fan of the 
ukulele before but I now know it’s because I hadn’t heard the 
right people playing it. Now I’m a convert.

I want especially to congratulate Daniel Siddartha for the 
way he organised the whole Ukelele BBQ Festival. He juggled 
multiple events, performers and venues with skill and never 
lost his sense of humour. He is a real professional.

    – Garth Owen

Bosko & Honey

Shop Locally
As a Kuranda local I try to do my shopping locally, 
especially where prices are comparable. Local is always 
better for a variety of reasons, e.g.  local employment, 
local industry support, reduced travel miles etc. And 
in the case of the wonderful gift cards (range $2 to $5) 
designed by local artists, available in the Kuranda Arts 
Co-op,  you couldn’t find anything better to showcase this 
wonderful place in which we live. I was amazed at the 
range the other day on one of my regular visits. Check it 
out for all occasions.

   – Name supplied

Genuine Answers from 16 year-old Students
 Q.  How are the main 20 parts of the body categorized (e.g. the 

abdomen)
A.  The body is consisted into 3 parts: the brainium, the borax and 

the abdominal cavity.  The brainium contains the brain, the borax 
contains the heart and lungs and the abdominal cavity contains 
the five bowels: A,E,I,O,U 

Q. What is the fibula? A. A small lie
Q. What does ‘varicose’ mean? A. Nearby 
Q.  What is the most common form of birth control
A.  Most people prevent contraception by wearing a condominium
Q. Give the meaning of the term ‘Caesarean section’
A. The caesarean section is a district in Rome
Q. What is a seizure? A. A Roman Emperor

Speed Limit Change
Kuranda residents and regular visitors take note: 
speed limits have recently changed. The speed limit on the 
whole of the Kuranda Range Road is now 60kph. Note that 
the section from Streets Creek has dropped from 80 to 60.

Also, the limit around the village itself has dropped from 
50 in places to 40kph.

   – The Kuranda Paper

I Ching Readings, business and personal, 
40 years experience.

0429 090 476
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The Kuranda Family Days are free community events held 
three times per year on the second Tuesday of the mid-term 
school holidays. The events have been running for five years 
and are coordinated by the Kuranda Interagency Network. 

The general themes are healthy lifestyle choices, community 

connection, safety, wellbeing and inclusion. 
The events  are aimed at bringing families 

and community together to have a fun day in 
the park with simple activities that everyone 
can participate in.

At the July event, there were games, 
races, bubbles, Danny the Clown, ANZAC the 
Koala from Rainforestation, Playgroup play 
equipment, mandelas and cultural weaving.

If you wish to participate or support the event 
into the future, please contact Ceri Hughes or 
Marg Yandell at the Neighbourhood Centre for 
more details. The next event is September 29 
10.00-2.00 – See you there!!

These events are supported locally by The 
Kuranda Paper, Rainforestation, Ngoonbi Co-
operative Society, Kuranda Neighbourhood 
Centre, Kuranda Medical Centre and Djabugay 
Tribal Aboriginal Corporation.
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Lease of Reserve
(Reserve for Recreation R80)

Booroo Street, Kuranda
Reserve for Recreation R80 is located in Booroo Street, Kuranda and comprises 
eight (8) individual lots with a total area of 7,967m². The land is heavily vegetated 
with a gully running through it and is accessed off Thoree Street and the cul-de-sac 
at the northern end of Therwine Street.
It is designated as Open Space under the Mareeba Shire Planning Scheme and as 
Strategic Rehabilitation Area and State and Regional Conservation Corridor under 
the FNQ Regional Plan.
The land may possibly lend itself to development for nature based, eco-tourism 
type activities and tenders are invited for the lease of the land from interested 
persons who believe they can offer a unique and innovative development proposal 
that will benefit tourism and the local Kuranda community.
Obtaining Documentation:  The tender documentation and proposed Trustee 
Lease  agreement may be obtained by contacting Council’s Acting Tenders and 
Contracts Officer, Julie Pitcher on  (07) 4086 4683 or email JulieP@msc.qld.gov.au
Changes:  Section 228(7) of the Local Government Regulation 2012 relating to 
changes to Tenders may be applied.
Lodgement of Tenders:  Tenders must be lodged in the Tender Box at the Mareeba 
Shire Council Administration Centre at 65 Rankin Street, Mareeba by the Closing 
Time.
Closing Time:  The Closing Time for lodgement of Tenders is 11.00am Tuesday 11 
August 2015.
Tenders will be opened publicly.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

Peter Franks
Chief Executive Officer
PO Box 154
MAREEBA  QLD  4880
www.msc.qld.gov.au

Mareeba & Memorial Bowls Club
PRESENTS

All their popular songs including
• Dance of Love
• It’s Not Unusual
• Son of a Preacher Man
• You Don’t Have To Say
• Simply the Best
• Steamy Windows
And much much more!

TRIBUTE
SHOW

Sunday
2nd August

2.00pm start

$30
for the show

$47.50
for the show and buffet lunch

Lunch 12.00-1.30

Tom Jones • Dusty Springfield • Tina Turner

Tourism Kuranda
Advisory Committee

Expressions of interest for Advisory Committee Members
The Tourism Kuranda Advisory Committee is a volunteer, community 
representative based committee that meets monthly to provide strategic advice 
to Council on the promotion of Kuranda and surrounding areas to attract visitors 
to the Kuranda area, and to market the Tourism Kuranda brand “Kuranda – 
Village in the Rainforest”.

The Committee are appointed by Council for their expertise and represent 
different sectors of the Kuranda business community and includes a Chair 
(independent of tourism interests) and permanent Councillor representation, 
with executive and secretarial support provided by Council. 

Nomination for Membership
In line with Council’s Terms of Reference for the Tourism Kuranda Advisory 
Committee, Council is now calling for expressions of interest from the Kuranda 
Community for the Committee’s next three year term, for the following sectors:

•  Chair, independent of direct tourism representation
•  Kuranda Major Attractions •  Kuranda Retail
•  Kuranda Accommodation •  Kuranda Service Industry
•  Chamber of Commerce or other business sector representatives.

To nominate please download and complete the nomination form from www.
msc.qld.gov.au.

Nominations must be received by Council by Close of Business 
Friday 14th August 2015.

For further information please contact Tourism Kuranda's Executive Officer, 
Marc Sleeman, on 0427 592 203.
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Cairns Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF) 
will wow audiences this year, bringing the best Queensland Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander artwork together with the world’s leading 
collectors and curators from 31 July to 2 August 2015.

An expanded entertainment program, headlined by ARIA 
awardwinning performers Christine Anu and Archie Roach OAM, will 
offer a stunning mix of dance, song, theatre, film, fashion and food in 
and around the Cairns Cruise Liner Terminal.

Six other venues will also host art exhibitions and events including 
Bungaree’s Farm, which has just won the top National Award at the 
2015 Museums and Galleries National Awards (MAGNAs) and will be 
shown in the Tanks Arts Centre. For the first time the Art Fair is curated 
by new Artistic Director Janina Harding in collaboration with curator, 
writer and ABC Art + Soul creator Hetti Perkins, to showcase the finest 
Indigenous art from across the state.

Queensland Indigenous art has its own distinct aesthetic, influenced 
by a vast and varied landscape, from tropical rainforest, the islands of 
the Torres Strait and the rugged terrain of Cape York. Bright colours, 
unique ghost net sculptures- a whole genre of art which uses discarded 
fishing nets for weaving - as well as pottery, painting and many other art 
forms characteristic to the region will feature at CIAF.

Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk said Cairns Indigenous Art Fair was 
an ideal platform for Queensland’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
artists to market and showcase their art to the world.

“The Queensland Government supports CIAF through Arts 
Queensland and Tourism and Events Queensland as a major tourism 
drawcard for the region,” the Premier said. “CIAF presents economic 
opportunities for Queensland artists and Indigenous arts centres and I 
look forward to another great event in 2015.”

In another first, and in a direct response to requests from previous 
attendees, CIAF’s new management team will also bring collectors and 
curators to Yarrabah Arts & Cultural Centre to meet local artists at work. 
The group will include visitors from the Museums of the American 
Indian, Smithsonian Museum, Kluge Ruhe Aboriginal Art Gallery from 
the University of Virginia, The Australian National Maritime Museum 
and many major private collectors. No other Indigenous Art Fair in 
Australia offers this kind of connection.

Christine Anu will kick CIAF off on a high note at the popular 
Opening Night Party on Thursday 30 July.

The inaugural CIAF Art Market provides a platform for Indigenous 
art, craft and merchandise in Terminal 2, providing a chance for the 
public to buy work directly from up-and-coming artists. The Art Market 
operates in tandem to the exhibition curated by Artistic Director Janina 
Harding and Curator Hetti Perkins. A CIAF highlight, CIAF’s Indigenous 
fashion performance, returns this year as Birrimbi Dulgu Bajal (Sea and 
Rainforest Dreaming), in a larger format, to accommodate an ever-
increasing appetite for locally sourced, authentic and beautiful pieces 
from Queensland Indigenous designers.

Malthouse Theatre’s nationally acclaimed Blak Cabaret hits the 
stage at Tanks Arts Centre from Tuesday 28 July through Friday 31 July 
as part of CIAF, turning the history of colonial Australia on its head in a 
raucously funny and bitingly satirical show. Award winning Bungaree’s 
Farm, a multi-media exhibition curated by Djon Mundine OAM, will 
take up residence from 28 May in the Tanks Arts Centre. Spanning 
contemporary Indigenous audio, video, performance and screen-based 
art, the exhibition explores the legacy of Bungaree, the first Aboriginal 
person in Australia to be granted land by authorities but who was 
ultimately a man caught between two worlds.

Principal sponsor for the event, Ports North, has been a proud 
partner to CIAF since its inception.

“This is a significant sponsorship for Ports North and provides 
an excellent opportunity to showcase Cityport and the Cairns Cruise 
Liner Terminal to a national and international audience,” Ports North 
Chairman, Brett Moller said.

“The Cruise Terminal, with its view across Trinity Inlet to the rain 
forest of the Yarrabah Range makes it an ideal venue to celebrate 
the culture of the indigenous people of Queensland. In addition to 
driving and supporting the region’s economic growth through its core 
business port and tourism operations, Ports North is committed to 
playing an important part in supporting the region’s broad social and 
cultural community activities. CIAF is another demonstration of that 
commitment.”

CIAF Artistic Director Janina Harding said the 2015 program 
would bring together artistic, social and cultural experiences, while 
also creating vital economic opportunities for Queensland artists. “The 
Cairns Cruise Liner Terminal will become a hub of activity for CIAF with 
a spectacular line-up of Indigenous dance performances, children’s 
activities including art classes and ghost net workshops, fantastic 
pop-up food stores and cafes, and the exciting Art Market along the 
waterfront,” she said.

“CIAF will be embracing all creative outlets, from cabaret and 
comedy to screen and fashion, to give a complete view of Indigenous 
culture.

“We have a long term strategy to forge career pathways for artists 
and this will be an important part of CIAF 2015, involving orkshops and 
networking opportunities for artists to progress from the Art Market, to 
the Art Fair, for example.”PH
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KURANDA ARTISTS 
FEATURE PROMINENTLY IN

RADF FUNDING 
SECOND ROUND FOR 2014 - 2015

Regional Arts Development Fund (RADF) 
Program is a partnership between Mareeba 
Shire Council and Arts Queensland, Queensland 
Government, with both parties contribution funds 
to support regional arts and cultural activities.

Queensland Premier and Arts Minister 
Annastacia Palaszczuk said “RADF enabled 
Queenslanders to engage with the arts on a local 
level.

“Arts and cultural activities are important to our 
communities and RADF celebrates our diversity 
and offers employment opportunities, delivering 
more than 3000 arts, cultural development and 
heritage projects annually,” the Premier said.

“RADF gives councils across the state flexibility 
to shape their own arts and cultural projects and 
gives Queenslanders plenty of opportunities to get 
involved in arts experiences.”

Mareeba Shire Council and Arts Queensland 
are pleased to announce the successful RADF 
applicants for the second round for 2014-2015 and 
wish the applicants success in their diverse projects.
The successful applicants are:
•  Daniel Siddhartha, Kuranda Ukulele BBQ, a 

community music event, $3,924.
•  Kelly McBride, YAK 2015, a youth theatrical 

project, $6,050.
•  Gail Betts, Café 3 & Kuranda Creative Arthouse , a 

youth project, $3,000.
•  Kate Costigan, On and Off the Page, writing 

workshops, 2,508.50.
•  Sandy Hablethwaite, Photographic Journeys, 

photographic workshops, $2,460.
•  Toni Rogers, The Essence of Nature, fibre and 

recycling workshops, $1,700.
The next round of RADF will be announced in 

early 2016. 
For further details and enquiries please contact 

Mareeba Shire Council’s Community Development 
and Wellbeing Officer, Judy Burness: email: 
judyb@msc.qld.gov.au; phone: 4086 4614 mobile: 
0427 671 847.

DETAILS FROM BUCK’S BOOK
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Does bookkeeping baffle you? 

Is tax a terrible pain?

Your bank is bothering you with requests for 
up to date information?

OR
If you need that extra professional help to interpret your figures 

or you think that you have set up a 
solid business structure, 

but need to be sure that you are doing it in the best way…

OR
You need your self-managed super fund or 

not for profit organisation audited?

WE CAN HELP YOU
We will give you a fixed price quote for all of your  

monthly, quarterly or annual accounting, audit and taxation needs.

Louise Gruber FCA
SMSF auditor and

tax agent

Francesca Cunningham
Xero certified bookkeeper

BAS and tax returns

Cairns 4031 7411, Mareeba 4092 1244, Atherton 4091 6444 and Cooktown 4069 5671 
also Sydney, Brookvale, Newport and Hervey Bay

20 Coondoo Street, Kuranda 4093 9304

Tax Time from Francesca
We are starting to see lots of people coming in now for tax returns. One of the 
questions we often get asked before they come in is: “Why do I need an accountant, 
can’t I do this myself”. We always say, “Yes, of course you can but beware. If you do 
your tax return yourself you risk getting it wrong. You may miss things you should 
be claiming but you might also claim for things incorrectly and over-claim. If you 
claim things you aren’t entitled to, you risk falling foul of an ATO audit. This can 
be very costly and take up a lot of time.” 

What you CAN NOT claim – some of the most common errors
Here are some misconceptions about deductions that many taxpayers commonly believe to be claimable, but 
are typically rejected by the Tax Office. While some are obviously not allowable, they have all been genuinely 
attempted to be claimed, and in most instances knocked back. 

Commuting to and from work
Travelling between home and work is not generally deductible, even where incidental work tasks are performed 
on the way. Exceptions are available but need careful review. One common one is where there are two places of 
employment and travel is needed from one to the other.

Child minding expenses
Expenses for having someone care for children during working hours are not deductible, even when this is 
necessary to secure job advancement. There is however the child care rebate and the child care benefit available 
through the transfer system.

Driver’s licence
Vehicle expenses made while earning assessable income are allowable – such as repairs, servicing, interest on a 
car loan, etc. But the cost of a standard driver’s licence is not – even if having one is a condition of employment. 
However any extra on the cost of a “standard” licence could be allowable (one of those “reasonably arguable” 
examples). 

Vaccinations
A deduction is generally not allowable for vaccination against diseases that an employee may come into contact 
with in the course of work; for example airline employees. Some disease protection, for example for cattle-borne 
Q fever, may be allowed.

Police clearance and record checks prior to employment
Any expenditure that is required to meet prerequisites to securing particular employment, such as a police 
clearance certificate or record check, is not deductible as they are incurred. Costs incurred in the course of the 
employment would be expected to be met by the employer.

Relocation expenses claim made by an employee
Expenses from changing employment, such as costs of moving house or meeting an employment agreement, are 
not generally deductible. The reason given is that the expense comes “at a point too soon” to be regarded as having 
been incurred in gaining assessable income. The same reason has been used to deny taxpayers on unemployment 
benefits a deduction for expenses such as relocation to secure a job. Where employers pay for reasonable removal 
costs this will normally be allowed.

Meal costs
In general terms, the cost of a meal is not deductible as it is a private expense. There are some situations where 
meal costs are deductible. You will need to demonstrate that the expenditure has a sufficient connection to your 
income earning activity.

For example, the cost of dinner incurred by an employee who is required to travel away from home on an 
overnight business trip would in most instances be deductible. 

The cost of establishing your business
Certain costs of establishing a business are regarded as having been made “at a point too soon” to be connected 
to generating assessable income and therefore are non-deductible. Likewise, preliminary costs (feasibility studies 
etc.) cannot be claimed. 

Certain business-related capital expenditure – such as the costs of incorporating a company are on capital 
account and the expenditure may be deducted over five years. Note however that the 2015-16 Federal Budget has 
proposed allowing an immediate deduction for professional expenses associated with starting a new business, 
such as the costs of legal and accounting advice. 

Record keeping
The best way to ensure that you are safe from audit is 
to ensure that you keep good records. It will cost much 
less and be much more effective if you assemble them 
yourself, preferably electronically. We can help you 
to choose the best system. We know and understand 
Xero, MYOB and Reckon but may simply suggest a 
spreadsheet. It depends on what’s best for you!

While the Tax Office may reject your claim in the 
first instance, if you believe you have a “reasonably 
arguable position” you should consult our office: 
kuranda@grubersbeckett.com.au (Tel: 4093 9304). 
We’re happy to chat.
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Nick’s Pool
Service

Your local pool 
man in Kuranda

For all your pool and spa needs
• CLEANING
• SERVICING

• REPAIRS
• MAINTENANCE

• POOL EQUIPMENT SALES
• CHEMICAL SALES

• ADVICE

Call Nick and Susan on

0414 644 230/4093 8124
allspaandpool@gmail.com

QLD SELF DEFENCE & 
TAEKWONDO ACADEMY

Q.S.D.T.A.
Leaders in Self 

Defence Training

Self Defence – 
So Easy

•  Internationally Certified 
Instructor (ITF)

•  Non-contact training 
policy

•  Traditional Tae Kwon Do
•  Practical self-defence 

training
•  Family discounts 

available
•  First lesson FREE

CWA HALL KURANDA
Tuesday & Thursday 6.30pm-8.00pm

FREECALL 1800 649 549 or Jeff Dieben 0437 438 196
www.queensland-selfdefence.com.au

f
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For plant sourcing, identification or 
general gardening questions, 

contact Alectura C/- Kuranda Paper 
or email alectura2015@bigpond.com

Christine Irvine
I am living in Kuranda and available for readings in my 
rainforest home.
I have over 20 years’ experience doing reading both 
within Australia and internationally. 
You bring the questions and your team in spirit step 
forward with the answers. Your team usually provide any 
other information they feel relevant to help you move 
forward with your life.

Contact me on
0400 955 414 or (07) 40939457

PSYCHIC MEDIUM

UGUST and prolonged chill and persistent rains have 
deterred all but the most zealous gardener from doing much 
outside. Now is a good time to cast a judicious eye over what 
is ailing or where bare spots have appeared where warmer 
weather plantings have faded and retired for their winter sleep.

Tasks coming up will be the taking out of spent 
Costus, Ginger and Heliconia stems and the thinning 
of these plantings. A common mistake, particularly 

for the newcomer to tropical gardening, is not realizing how tall and the 
rapid outward spread of some of these species and the work required in their 
maintenance.                                                                                                                                     

DATE CLAIMER: Sunday  6th September – Carnival on Collins is a must 
for both the novice and fanatical gardener. The whole family can find plenty to see 
and do so you won’t have to feel too bad spending some time looking for that elusive 
“hard to find” for your plant collection. The Friends of the Flecker Botanical Gardens 
Plant Stall always carries a great range of interesting plants and expert advice is 
readily available from the hardworking Friends.

PLANT OF THE MONTH: The genus 
Impatiens (Family: Balsaminaceae) 
with an estimated 850+ species is 
found widely distributed throughout the 
Northern Hemisphere and the tropics. 
Best known for the annual and semi-
perennial I. wallerana and I. hawkeri 
(bedding and New Guinea Impatiens) 
and the numerous hybrids introducing 
vigor and extended colour range, these 
provide easily grown and colourful 
displays during the warmer months 
only requiring average garden soil, 
good drainage and regular watering. 
Perennial species, usually from milder climates, usually provide a more extended 
display.

Commonly known as Balsams, or “touch-me-nots”, the Latin Impatiens 
(“impatient”) refers to the explosive bursting of ripened seed capsules, scattering 
seeds some distance.

As well as the sometimes colourful foliage of the New Guinea varieties, three 
species coming from China and becoming more readily available in Australia, 
provide the gardening fanatic with another source of coloured foliage for potted or 
well sheltered garden display.

Impatiens morsei, the Velvet Impatiens (I. morsei), probably best treated as 
an annual plant with succulent, purplish stems and exquisite velvety pink centre-
veined leaves, produces whitish hooded flowers. Coming from the forest understory, 
plants require a loose, very well-draining soil, benefitting from a small pinch of 
agricultural lime. When well established, plants seeds around freely.

Impatiens marianae with its silver veined leaves, at a quick glance easily 
mistaken for the Aluminium Plant (Pilea cadierei), is a low growing rapidly 
spreading perennial, sometimes going backwards at the height of summer. Bearing 
small purplish flowers and grown mainly for its foliage, plants will sometimes come 
back from underground parts.

Impatiens omeiense is a perennial species, requiring similar conditions 
With its purple-green leaves veined with yellow it carries hooded apricot flowers in 
summer and autumn, with clumps slowly increasing in outward spread.

Impatiens taken as a group, and looking past the evanescence of the more 
common bedding types, provides the keen gardener with yet another treasure trove 
of diversity, collectibility and growing challenges.

Q & A: Dear Elaine, If I had a dollar for every question asked on how to 
defeat the ongoing garden depredations of bush turkeys I would be a rich retiree. 
Planning, patience and persistence are demanded in securing relatively turkey-free 
plantings. Probably the best deterrence advice is available on the Habitat Network 
PDF download at:
http://www.habitatnetwork.org/Brush%20Turkey%20Brochure.pdf.

Dear Collin, From your description, the plant 
is Zingiber zerumbet “Darcyi’’, the variegated 
Shampoo Ginger. Not to worry, it will return 
stronger than ever from underground rhizomes 
with the return of warmer weather. If its 
disappearance leaves too large a hole in your 
garden display, you might consider replacing 
with Alpinia sanderiana, which again carries 
white variegation but is a slightly taller grower.

Dear Edward: Where having space, 
Eucalyptus deglupta (the Rainbow Gum), right, 
is certainly a show-stopper. A large evergreen 
tree, very fast growing and liking plenty of 
water, it is grown for its striking colourations 
which change with age on its trunk and limbs. 
The tree can be pruned to shape or to restrict 
height and is easily grown from seed or plants 
may be sourced from local markets.
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KURANDA GARDEN CLUB Inc.
will be holding its AGM on

Saturday 1st August 2015 at  2.00pm
at 

Lot 10 Saddle Mountain Road, Kuranda
We encourage all members to attend this important meeting

to have your say as to how the club is run.
After the short business meeting enjoy a tour of the beautiful garden.

All are welcome.
We ask all of you to bring a plate to share for afternoon tea.

Do encourage your friends to join us.

Phone David or Graham
4093 9492 

dpsgkp@people.net.au

FoE Kuranda
NEXT MEETING

Thursday 13th August at 6.00pm 
at Cyber Cafe.
All welcome.

For more information call 
John on 0499 207 492

or email: info@foekuranda.org 

2015 Wallaby Creek Festival
September 25th –27th • Homerule, Rossville

Volunteers for Setup, Festival and Packdown are wanted
Guidelines and application form at  www.wallabycreekfestival.org.au
or email Sue, volunteers coordinator at  secretary.cyfc@yahoo.com.au

Come and be a part of this great festival celebrating music and art in the rainforest.

New Study Finds Even Common Birds Are Disappearing Now
A new report has found bird numbers in decline and Australia’s iconic birdlife is 
disappearing along with their habitat. Birdlife scientist James O’Connor, “If you take 
away their homes and food sources, you don’t have birds’. Mr O’Connor said people 
thought that birds would fly elsewhere when vegetation was cleared when in fact 
many were sedentary with specialised feeding and breeding requirements.

A BirdLife Australia State of Australia’s Birds report finds habitat loss is linked 
to increasing rarity of common species such as kookaburra, wagtails and peewees. 
Brisbane and the southeast is suffering from a loss of previous common species 
especially insectivorous birds like swallows and swifts. Also the beautiful rainbow 
bee eater, and even magpies populations are in decline. Raptors like falcons, owls 
and eagles, which help regulate rat, mice and snake populations are also decreasing 
in Queensland, NT, WA and SA. Hollow-nesting birds like the kookaburra are down 
in a coastal strip from Southeast Queensland to Victoria. Others in trouble are the 
double-barred finch, peaceful dove, black-faced cuckoo-shrike, brown honeyeater, 
and spangled drongo.

Birdlife Australia chief executive Paul Sullivan said that they were surprised that 
these common birds were disappearing. “These are birds that many Australians 
interact with daily,” he said. “We’ve known for some time that many rare bird 
populations are declining but we were not aware of the decline of these very common 
and iconic birds.”

A BirdLife, Australian Conservation and Environmental Justice report has also 
concluded that recovery plans for endangered birds is failing and this is because 
recovery plans mostly did not protect habitat even though this was the key to 
combating extinctions. Launching the BirdLife Report Environment Minister Greg 
Hunt said the government had identified 20 bird species that it would aim to save 
over the next five years but said that the government had to work smarter and harder 
on wildlife. “I want to bring these birds back far enough from the brink to survive”, 
he said. “I want to enjoy the colour, movement and song they bring to our lives”.

Packs of Dogs Killing Cassowaries and other Wildlife Throughout 
the Wet Tropics
FoE has been asked to help find a solution to the number of cassowaries and other 
threatened wildlife, such as tree kangaroos and quolls, which are being attacked and 
killed by packs of dogs that roam through the Wet Tropics and bordering properties. 
A common complaint is that there is a lack of clarity in the legislation about what 
is the definition of a wild dog, or of what to do with these dogs after they have been 
captured. Often councils just release collared dogs to their owners, who let them 
go back to roaming through the forests, parks, picnic areas, swimming holes and 
along beaches again. The problem of roaming menacing pig dogs is so bad in some 
areas such as around Tully and Daintree that people say they fear someone may be 
attacked and that they don’t feel safe even in their own home and property anymore.

The Government Restores the Right To Object To A Mining Project
Due to public pressure the Queensland government has restored the rights of the 
community and landholders to be able to object to a mining project – a legal right 
which was taken away by the Newman government last year. The law however does 
not allow a land-holder, or traditional owner the right to refuse mining on their land, 
or country, even when it will mean the loss or destruction of waterways, aquifers, 
agricultural land, or significant cultural heritage sites. The government says that 
they will extend some more rights to landholders in the future.

Knitting Nannas Walk to the Top of Cape York
Twelve Knitting Nannas Against Gas have walked over a 1,000 kilometres from Cairns 
to the very tip of Cape York to raise awareness about the risks of unconventional gas 
mining. Their concerns have been highlighted by a recent report in The Australian 
that said the loss of pressure caused by coal seam gas drilling “could be enough to 
stop bores flowing throughout the Great Artesian Basin, which is the sole water 
source for towns and farms across 22 per cent of Australia.”

The Knitting Nannas at the Top
PHOTO MARYBETH GUNDRUM



Kuranda Amphitheatre News July 2015
Hello Members and Friends,

July was a wonderful month for community events 
at the Amphitheatre. The Ukelele BBQ on 5th July 
was a great success, many thanks to Bosco and Honey 
for hosting this fantastic event!

NAIDOC was celebrated on the terraces on 9th 
July with input from so many locals and regional 
community services to make the day beautiful. A big 
thank you to Kara Ross for organising this community 
celebration, Ngoonbi, Kuranda Amphitheatre and 
especially to the Oui & Gutchen families who cooked 
the most delicious Kup Murri for the community to 
enjoy!

The Jobfind Crew are still working hard at the 
Amphitheatre with the beautification project, 

making some 
great changes 
to the venue. 
The newly paved 
area in front of 
the Top Pavilion 
is amazing, and 
now they’re 
moving onto a 
new pathway 
at the venue 

entrance, and the 
KAS stalls area is to be renewed and paved. WOW! 
The gully has been cleared of wild raspberry and 
wait-a-while and will be revegetated with native 
plants to attract birds and butterflies.

The Kuranda Amphitheatre Society Inc. is self-
funded, relying 
on venue hire and 
concert profits to 
sustain itself. Some 
inkind support is 
given by Mareeba 
Shire Council, but 
no specific funding, 
therefore the work 
of the Jobfind crew 
is vitally important 
in assisting the 
Amphitheatre with 
maintenance, public 
safety, general 
infrastructure and 
community connections.

The supervisors of this program, Lance Starr and 
Jackson Deshong, have initiated a new incentive 

called “Worker of the Month”. This person is elected 
by peers and awarded with $50  (sponsored by 
members of the community or local businesses).

CONGRATULATIONS JEREMIAH SIMON!
July’s Worker of the Month! He works his butt off 

and is a great inspiration to his colleagues. A zillion 
thanks to Jeremiah.

If you wish to contribute to this incentive please 
contact us at the address below. This is a monthly 
event rewarding the Worker of the Month with $50 
or equivalent, for example a voucher, meat tray, etc.

COMING UP IN AUGUST…
Saturday 8th  - JUSTIN WELLINGTON & FRIENDS
Justin’s last performance at the Understage was a 
raging success with everyone having a great time and 
a night of dancing. This is a Members’ Night.

Members $10, guests $15.
Become a member on the night and entry is free! 

Save the date and get your dancing shoes ready,
Justin rocks the stage!

Sunday 16th - GENERAL MEETING
3:30 pm in the TOP PAVILION

Please attend this important members’ meeting and 
check out the upgrades and what’s in store for the 
Amphitheatre.

Unfortunately the event LOS CARACOLES & THE 
MONTGOMERY BROS, booked for 18th July, has had 
to be postponed to Saturday 5th September. This 
will be another foot stomping night so put the date 
on your calendar and come along for some SALSA!

We are currently undergoing some upgrades to the 
Kuranda Amphitheatre website and looking forward 
to seeing the end product.

The Amphitheatre is a multipurpose community arts 
venue voluntarily managed by the people of Kuranda 
since its inception in the late 1970s and still powering 

ahead over 35 years later.
Volunteering  your time ensures its sustainability.

Get Membership Forms from:
www.kurandaamphitheatre.org or

“The Honey House”, Therwine Street, Kuranda.
For all enquiries and support please go to
www.kurandaamphitheatre.org or email:
support@kurandaamphithre.zendesk.com

Support enquiries are accessed by
the admin team on a daily basis.

KAS  ADMIN  TEAM

Some of the Jobfind Crew

Jackson, Jeremiah and Lance

A m p h i t h e a t r e  N e w s

*   Kuranda Verandahs   *
Kryston Jones is building a Utube site featuring the song 

“Kuranda Verandah” by GrooVin8tor. There will be a slide-
show of Kuranda Verandahs, so if you have any good 

photos taken on your veranda, please email them to Krys at 
krystonjones@hotmail.com for inclusion in the web page.

Please use “Kuranda Verandah” in the title. Thank you, Krys.

The Arts are certainly flourishing in 
Kuranda right now with so much to 
get involved in. There’s the On & Off 
Writing Workshops (below), and 
then there’s KTown’s call for artists, 
designers, models and sponsors for 
their Wearable Art Extravaganza, 
musicians for the proposed Cairns 
recording/filming sessions, and of 
course the regular Sound Scribe 
recording sessions (see below). And 
for the photographically inclined, 
why not send a picture of your 
amazing verandah to Kryston (top 
right) for the new website.

Or just get on with your own artistic 
endeavours because pretty soon 
that may be all that there is left 
for us humans to do. What with all 
the great advances in science and 
technology, machines will be doing 
all the hard yakka while we search 
for ever more creative ways to fill 
our abundant leisure time. They told 
me back at school that our future 
would be like that. Well we have the 
technology, but what happened to 
the leisure, the abundance? I think 
we’ve been ripped off. So if you’re 
smart you’ll make some art.
Have a great 
August.
seren.

All is Art

Calling all A
rtists &

 Designers

Models w
anted

Sponsors needed

Enq:  ktow
nprod@gmail.com

Watch this space
Date & venue to be announced

Ktown Productions are taking expressions of interest and 
would like your opinion on a potential performance event 
to be held in Cairns on a quarterly basis. The idea is to 
hold an event for musicians to multi-track record and 
film one song live on the evening. For more information or 
to show your support please email: ktownprod@gmail.com

N
A
I
D
O
C
Kuranda

NAIDOC 
day in 
Kuranda!
A parade 
along the 
main street 
followed 

by celebrations in the 
park, then off to the 
Amphitheatre for an 
afternoon of Kup Murri, 
song, and dance to the 
music of our local bands.

SES standing by

Mr Paul & Ms Matley
Pres. Ian Cannon

Kitchen crew
Benny Gutchen

AMPHI VOLUNTEERS

12 August 2015 THE KURANDA PAPER
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Examples from British Military Officers’ Reports
This Officer should go far, and the sooner he starts, the better.
In my opinion this pilot should not be authorised to fly below 250 feet.
The only ship I would recommend for this man is citizenship.
Couldn’t organise a woodpecker’s picnic in Sherwood Forest.
Works well when under constant supervision and cornered like a rat in a trap.
Not the sharpest knife in the drawer.
Gates are down, the lights are flashing, but the train isn’t coming.
Has two brains; one is lost and the other is out looking for it.
If he were any more stupid, he’d have to be watered twice a week.
Got into the gene pool while the lifeguard wasn’t watching.
If you stand close enough to him, you can hear the ocean.
It’s hard to believe that he beat 1,000,000 other sperm.
A room temperature IQ.
Got a full 6-pack, but lacks the plastic thingy to hold it all together.
A gross ignoramus, 143 times worse than an ordinary ignoramus.
He has a photographic memory but has the lens cover glued on.
He has been working with glue too long.
When his IQ reaches 50, he should sell.
This man hasn’t got enough grey matter to sole the flip-flop of a one legged 
budgie.
If two people are talking, and one looks bored, he’s the other one.
One-celled organisms would out score him in an IQ tests.
He donated his body to science before he was done using it.
Fell out of the stupid tree and hit every branch on the way down.
He’s so dense, light bends around him.
If brains were taxed, he’d get a rebate.
Some drink from the fountain of knowledge; he only gargled.
Takes him 1.1/2 hours to watch 60 minutes.
The  wheel is turning, but the hamster is long dead. 

The Kuranda Paper is usually produced on the last Thursday of 
the month, except December. The deadline for the receipt of 
all copy and ads is the Friday prior to the publication date. See 
page 2 for next publication and deadline date.
The paper is delivered by Australia Post to PO Boxes and 

residences in the general Kuranda district, and bundles are delivered to strategic 
distribution points across the Atherton Tableland and Cairns.

Phone 07 4093 8942 • Email mail@kurandapaper.com 
www.kurandapaper.com • PO Box 66 Kuranda Q 4881

Shop 2, 24 Coondoo Street Kuranda
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KURANDA GIG GUIDE
AUGUST 

FRIDAY 31ST JULY 
TO SUNDAY 2ND AUGUST

** DIDGERIZOO FESTIVAL **
~~~

SUNDAY 2ND AUGUST
Kuranda Hotel

** Andrea Mullins  **
~~~

SATURDAY 8TH AUGUST
Kuranda Amphitheatre
** Justin Wellington **

and Friends
Members Night

Doors & Bar open 6.30pm

The Billabong
** BILLABONG BEATS ** 

Zennith * Dubcide * Monkey
See Poster for more details

~~~
SUNDAY 9TH AUGUST

Kuranda Hotel
** Mr Smith **

~~~
SUNDAY 16TH AUGUST

Kuranda Hotel
** The Morks **

~~~
SUNDAY 23RD AUGUST

Kuranda Hotel
** Jam For Two **

~~~
SUNDAY 30TH AUGUST

Kuranda Hotel
** Secret Tuesdays **

~~~
Kuranda Hotel Gigs are from 

3.00-7.00 pm

MUSIC PAGE

Sturgill Simpson
Metamodern Sounds in Country Music

Yep, that’s the giveaway. 
It sure is country music. 

“Metamodern”? That comes on 
later in the album and it’s really 
worth waiting for. The first tracks 
are not too shabby either. Sturgill 
has got the authentic country 
nasal twang. What else would you 
expect with such a classic country 
name? Sturgill! Yes!

The lyrics are full-on country too. 
“I’ve seen Jesus play with flames in a 
lake of fire that I was standin’ in. Met 
the devil in Seattle, spent 9 months 

inside the lion’s den”. That’s just the first line of the first track. And 
every lyric set is just intense. This guy’s a great writer. If you can 
enjoy the vocal twang, these are rich songs.

And the “Metamodern”? Well, the usual suspects all line up. 
Some beautiful slide guitar, acoustics and electrics, big country 
bass, keyboards, mellotron and the drums and backing vocals.

A trucking song, “Long White Line”, paranoid, hillbilly, white 
trash musos. But by the last few tracks it just opens out – authentic, 
almost orchestral big open and manic. Metamodern country 
indeed.

There’s a nice little clue to the depth of Sturgill’s perception 
and creative inspiration on the liner notes: “Special thanks to 
Francis Crick; Terrence McKenna; Aldoux Huxley; Carl Sagon; Stephen 
Hawking”… quite an interesting list. Come the 9th track “It Aint All 

Flowers” he does “The House of the Rising Sun” rising riff and goes 
full on into rock-solo land A la 60’s-70’s indulgence. And it works. 
Nope, it ain’t all flowers, but then again maybe it is: some pressed, 
faded and forgotten, others fresh, vibrant and full of promise. A 
complex and fascinating album. 10 tracks, 35 minutes. Juicy meat.

Rhiannon Giddens 
Tomorrow is My Turn

A debut album to tingle the 
heart, and set the mind on 

a journey through time. One 
moment conjuring up old radio 
and scratchy 78 records, the next 
rockin’ like funky hip-hop. It’s like 
an epic movie with a palpable 
sense of history. This sumptuous 
album is produced by T-Bone 
Burnett, who along with some 

top-flight musicians provide the perfect wide-screen music to 
some true emotional history.

Reaching back into the past with traditional songs re-imagined 
and cool old covers reworked, Ms. Giddens enthralls with an 
exceptional voice rich in emotion and haunted beauty. Deep 
soul and wild old country are beautifully mixed together as 
though Patsy and Aretha were twins in the same body. Then we’re 
suddenly in a 50s Paris club with Ms. Giddens smoky voice making 
beauty of despair.

This is a grown-up album filled with compassionate intelligence 
and powerful themes. The choice of songs, most made famous or 
written by women, shows the tough feminine power at the core 
of this wonderful singer. And it’s no surprise she is writing songs 
with Bob Dylan – this is a singer whose turn has come.

All CDs reviewed are available from Colly Dolly Music
I.G.A. building, Mareeba, ph 40 923 245

The Boogies

THE boogie brothers 
    cd reviews

Back by popular demand for the August 
Kuranda Amphitheatre Members Night is 

Justin Wellington.
With over 50,000 fans on the Facebook Justin 

Wellington fan page the Pacific Island music 
sensation continues to show his strong hold and 
steady climb in the urban island genre. The support 
is spearheaded by JW’s long-time management, 
Miranda Music Group, who embarked on a unique 
social media program for JW and his music.

“I’m really excited to see such support from my 

fans. I want to give them as much engagement as 
possible so they will know what is going on with me, 
as well as my music. Thank you so much for your 
support”, said Wellington.

Miranda Music Group, which has always 
displayed a strong loyalty to JW, is the first to 
boast about his talents. “Justin is great. He is a 
perfectionist, and the fine details he puts into his 
music are unmatched, yet his carefree demeanor is 
magnetic. His Facebook fan numbers are a simple 
indication of his talent, his inspiration and his 
entertainer status”, said Celeste Miranda, President 
and CEO of Miranda Music Group.

For additional information on Justin Welling-
ton, visit his website at www.justinwellington.com

Join as a Kuranda Amphitheatre member 
on the night and entry is free!  
Entry: Members $10/Guests $15, Doors & Bar Open 6.30pm

Justin Wellington
and friends

The Understage  *  Members Night
Saturday 8th August

Understage
Saturday 8 August

Doors & Bar Open 6.30 pm

&
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The wait is over! Didgerizoo Festival proudly presents the 2015 line up.

The Didgerizoo Festival will start with an opening ceremony welcoming 
everyone to the land with the ancient sounds of the didgeridoo.  

Featuring live and electronic performances in drum, bass, hip hop and reggae, 
the festival celebrates cultural awareness with an intention to bring indigenous 
and modern arts together.  Check it out!

King David Selector * Derail vs Awebit * Diggis * Rizon Live (locally 
hosted Australia) * Zennith * Didjital Caveman * Dubcide * Sacred Alchemy 
Backwardsman * Awebit * Psymon * Panik Attack * Slippery Gypsie * Player 
One * Hungry Jacks * Give Way * Psyentist * Resonant Frequency * Shredder 
Iniko * Shamandala * Grecko * Old Man River * Vibez * Oddrapod * The Sauce 
Majakil * Audiospasm (2 sets) * Bushmech * Space Case * Audionomally (2 
sets) *  Digi Dave * And much more to come! 

$50 Entry price at the gate, entry pays for a seed satchel to plant a tree on the 
venue or an area of your choosing. Location to be announced. 

For more information, check out the Didgerizoo Festival 2015 Facebook page. 
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20 Coondoo Street, Kuranda • 4093 9026 
www.artskuranda.asn.net.au

LEO   Jul 24 - Aug 23
Big decisions over money will be made so make sure you have all the information you need before 
making it. The wheel of fortune card is indicating that not all the doors are open yet for you. 
VIRGO   Aug 24 - Sept 23
Brave new worlds are opening up.  You have a choice of possibilities. Possibly an overseas trip on the 
horizon. Dream your dreams. They are possible and the Universe is ready to manifest them for you.  
LIBRA   Sept 24 - Oct 23
Building of confidence is what is needed here. Believe in your abilities and you will transition to the 
next chapter in your life. You have the skills and talent to do so and will do it well.  
SCORPIO   Oct 24 - Nov 22
Free yourself from what binds you. Anything you find stifles your progress will hold you up from 
finding where you truly belong and what will make you happy. So let go and know there is something 
better waiting. 
SAGGITARIUS   Nov 23 - Dec 21
By lightening your load you will find that the burdens will lift from your shoulders like magic. Take 
time to look at what it is you need and don’t need any more in your life. It is all about relaxing for 
yourself. 
CAPRICORN   Dec 22 - Jan 20
Time to love and pay attention to relationships. Time out is needed in this area if you want to mend 
fences, fall in love again and enjoy each other’s company. So what are you waiting for? 
AQUARIUS   Jan 21 - Feb 19
Finally someone notices your hard work and commitment. You are riding high on success.                                                                                                      
Progress over the next period will see you in a seat of power. 
PISCES   Feb 20 - Mar 20
There is no need to seek others’ approval for what you want to do. It is not a case of what you want, 
but when it is the right time. Be patient and all will be yours
ARIES   Mar 21 - Apr 20
It may seem like chaos has come to you, but know that is because decisions were not made when 
they should have been. The Universe is helping you out. Big problems become little ones.
TAURUS   Apr 21 - May 21
Listen to your intuition as it is helping you out. Good things will come to you; invitations should be 
accepted. That gut feeling you have is working in your favour so when it happens acknowledge that 
you may just be right. 
GEMINI   May 22 - Jun 21
Keep your eye on your goal and you will find you will achieve all you set out to do. However don’t let 
others rush you into being faster than you want to be. 
CANCER   Jun 22 - Jul  23
From this time onwards you will be required to find your own identity. For a long time you have been 
everything to everybody. This month is all about you and who and what you want. Try not to get 
distracted by others. 

TAROTSCOPE by Tatjana
Leading Australian Psychic now residing in Kuranda

FOR APPOINTMENT 0417 837 221
www.tatjanapsychic.comArt Prizes and Awards

The Savannah Art Exhibition – Mareeba
2nd Prize, Sculpture – Peter Brown
Highly Commended – Works in Wood Peter Brown
2nd Prize, Works in Glass – Esther Hodi
2nd Prize, Flora and Fauna Painting – Ron Hill
2nd Prize, Portrait photography 
– Buck Richardson
1st Prize, Generated Art Award 
(Digital Photography) – Buck 
Richardson

Cairns Show 2105
Champion ‘Most  Original Entry’ 
– Peter Brown  
3rd Prize, Woodturning – Peter 
Brown
2nd Prize, Encaustic Painting – 
Lisa Edwards
1st Prize, Digital Art – Buck 
Richardson

Normanton Show
3rd Prize, Arts and Crafts, 
Glasswork – Kate Prynne

STATE OF THE TROPICS 
Exhibition in Johor Bharu, Malaysia

Just like a flock of magpie geese moves north towards Asia, a group of 
artists, musicians and theatre performers are eagerly heading North 
to the equatorial Tropics of Johor, Malaysia for the Johor Bharu 
International Arts Festival (November 5th–16th) commencing with art 
workshops, an exhibition and an opportunity to introduce fine art and 
theatre, all locally created and developed in the Far North.

As the first International guests in the festival, it is a rare opportunity 
offered to curator and local artist Sasi Victoire to proudly showcase 
the diversity of the arts and cultural heritage that the Far North arts 
community has to offer to new audiences from Malaysia.

This project highlights Cairns as a cultural destination and 
showcases Cairns as a centre for excellence in contemporary arts and 
theatre. The tour will expand local arts and cultural heritage in Asia 
and create more employment and tourism opportunities by increasing 
international awareness of what the tropics has to offer. 

Kuranda Arts Co-op artists included in the exhibition are Mollie 
Bosworth, Buck Richardson, Toni Rogers, Margaret Genever and 
Melissa Waters (Mareeba), along with theatre performers from 
Cairns, musicians, film production, Indigenous performers and artists,  
performers from Torres Strait, and visual artists Nickeema Williams, 
Elizabeth Hunter and Sasi Victoire from Cairns.

The theme for the exhibition is derived from the recent release of 
the James Cook University report on the State of the Tropics. This 
project has only been made possible with the recent success of the 
Arts Queensland Projects and Programs grant and sponsorship from 
Cairns Regional Council, James Cook University (Cairns and Singapore 
campuses). 

“Peewee Calling” by Kate Prynne

New friend for Jimmy 
Birdworld Kuranda’s male cassowary Jimmy has a new female friend with the 
introduction of Cassie who has come from Hartley’s Crocodile Farm to replace an 
older female cassowary who died last year. The introductions have gone well with 
Cassie and Jimmy sitting next to each other on either side of their fence. They have 
spent a bit of time together but still need to be separated as they can get a bit feisty 
when they first meet, especially as this is breeding season. 
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Your Guide to Indigenous Health 
at Kuranda Medical Centre

“Stay well with a Health Check”
Keep healthy and strong with a Health Check. Health Checks are 

for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, 
adults and the elderly.

Kuranda Medical has an experienced Indigenous health worker, 
and Practice Nurses who you can yarn to.  They can help in lots of 

ways to improve your health. These checks are free to you.

Also, if you don’t have a Medicare card, come in and see us. 
We can organise one for you.

Please feel free to come in and book an appointment with me.

See you at the Centre soon, Eslyn Wargent

www.littleyogischool.com

The Healthy Kuranda-ite
The Warrior Sequence

An Ancient Yoga Tale

Advertising Rate Increase
ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE:

As from the September 2015 edition of The Kuranda 
Paper, advertising rates will increase by approximately 
20%, owing to ever-increasing costs. A new list of rates 

will be shown on page 2 of the September edition.
 The Kuranda Paper advertising rates were last 

increased  in September 2012, and will still remain most 
competitive. The print run (number of copies printed) 
and distribution may increase as a result of the price 

rise.

Water Aerobics
Kuranda Pool

Thursday Afternoon 4.45-5.45pm
 Saturday Morning 8.30-9.30am

 FOR AN HOUR OF FUN AND
FITNESS WITH

Cherrie-ann Donnachie

4093 9528

There are warrior poses in yoga but why would poses dedicated to war be found in a peaceful practice? These 
poses come with a story. A lesson in anger management. The story below is adapted to suit children. The full 
version is more ‘detailed’. It’s a story of many emotions: love, hate, anger, revenge, jealousy, sadness, sorrow, 
regret, fear, attachment and forgiveness. Emotions we all feel but don’t always control. After all, everyone makes 
mistakes. Even Lord Shiva. 

Shiva was the first yogi. His wife was Sati. Sati’s father, Daksha, disapproved of Shiva and held a huge 
celebration making sure Shiva was the only one not invited. Sati was humiliated that her father would not respect 
her husband. She told Daksha she would rid herself of everything he had given her, even her own body. Sati 
then sat in meditation so deep that she never woke up again. When Shiva heard what Sati had done he became 
enraged with Daksha. Shiva went below the ground and ripped out one of his dreadlocks. He threw it onto the 
earth and commanded this piece of himself to turn into the fierce warrior Virabhadra. Virabhadra rose up out 
of the earth (warrior pose 1) and entered Daksha’s party. He set his gaze on Daksha (warrior pose 2). With great 
force he lunged at him with his weapons (Warrior 3). When Shiva arrived he saw all the damage that Virabhadra 
had caused. He saw the people afraid and injured. Shiva suddenly felt very sad and was sorry. His anger turned 
to sorrow. Shiva ordered his warrior to stop and helped to heal Daksha.  

Shiva had released his inner warrior out of anger but when he turned it against others the warrior caused a lot 
of harm. After Shiva released his anger he felt remorse but it was too late. From this story we can learn that it is 
important to use your inner warrior to fight things within. By using the warrior sequence we can fight the battles 
within us. Things like anger, jealousy, fear and negativity. Practise these poses to release challenging emotions 
before you react emotionally, releasing your inner warrior, which will only hurt those around you. Hold the 
poses for as long as necessary. On each exhale let more go until you are calm again. As you breathe through the 
sequence remember that feelings are not forever. They come and go. Being a yogi doesn’t mean you are devoid of 
negativity. It means you know the right ‘weapons’ to use to navigate a world full of emotions. Every day we walk 
into little battlefields. It’s not if we fight, but how we fight that matters.

KURANDA
Our CWA Handcraft ladies had a very successful 
day at the Cairns Show. Kuranda came First in the 
General Display and member Ali Jenkins won the 
award for the best garment.

Thanks to all who supported the Garage Sale. 
The raffle winner is Liam Ritchie.

Our Annual General Meeting was held on 
Monday 20 July and the following office bearers 
were elected:
President: Marion Hubbard
Vice Presidents: Christine Ritchie and Cheryl 
Griffiths
Secretary: Yvonne Dighton
Treasurer: Sandra McCorry

We would like to thank the community for their 
support during the last year and look forward to 
working with everyone in the one coming.

Col Jeanes would like everyone to know that 
a CD of his Hymn, “Jesus the Word” will be 

available from Col himself at his usual chair in 
Coondoo Street, outside St Saviours Church. 

The cost will be $6 for locals.

Singing Teacher,
very experienced.

0429 090 476
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KURANDA
MEDICAL CENTRE

cnr Barang and Thongon Streets • Ph: 4093 7118
“Professional Care in Your Community”

Dr Dave Cuming dermatology, paediatrics & minor surgery
Dr Anusha Pandithasekera  general practitioner

Extra Services:  Podiatrist, Dietician, Psychologist, Diabetic Educator, Nurse, 
Asthma Care, Indigenous Health and more…

Monday – Friday • 8.30am to 5.00pm
Kowrowa Clinics every other Wednesday am/pm

Please support
your local

community by
supporting the

advertisers in your
own community

paper,
Kuranda Paper

Courtesy of theconversation.com

Kuranda Discount Drug Store
16 Thongon Street, Kuranda, QLD, 4881

Phone: (07) 4093 7480

# 

www.discountdrugstores.com.au

 

 

  

Medication Management Program 
Mondays & Wednesdays

Medication Packing (Easy Meds)
In Store & Home Medication Reviews 

Blood Pressure Monitoring
Health Clinics • NDSS Access Point

OPENING HOURS:
Monday - Friday 8.30am - 5.30pm

Saturday 8.30am - 3.00pm
Sunday 10.00am - 2.00pm

Public Holidays 10.00am - 2.00pm

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

The 
Kuranda 

Paper
is generally 

produced on the 
last Thursday
of the month.

Deadline for receipt 
of copy/ads is the
Friday before that 

date.

The Paper exists 
through the support 

of
our advertisers.

PLEASE SUPPORT 
ADVERTISERS

TO THE KURANDA 
PAPER

Three million Australian adults – 15% of the population – struggle with watery eyes, 
running nose, itchy throat and the hallmark hay fever symptom, sneezing.

When people with hay fever are exposed to particular pollens, their body mistakenly 
thinks this is a threat and triggers an allergic reaction. Inflammatory cells quickly 
release mediators such as histamine and that’s when the symptoms kick in.

In some people with hay fever, pollen allergens can trigger allergic symptoms in the 
lower airways as well as the nose, making it difficult to breathe. Under certain climatic 
conditions, such as after thunderstorms, pollen allergy can trigger asthma attacks, 
even in those without a history of asthma.

Hay fever can have a profound effect on our ability to function normally. The 
problem seems to be getting worse, or at least consumers are increasingly looking to 
alleviate their symptoms. In the ten years to 2010, the wholesale turnover of drugs to 
treat hay fever doubled.

Why you have it
Grass pollens are the major outdoor allergen trigger for hay fever 
in Australia. The timing and severity of the grass pollen season 
varies considerably between years and places, according to a recent 
analysis of 17 sites across Australia and New Zealand.

With a temperate climate, Melbourne usually has a short but 
intense grass pollen season, peaking late in spring (October to 
November). In Hobart, the grass pollen season peaks slightly later 
and the pollen load is low.

In contrast, Brisbane and Darwin have grass pollen seasons 
extending most of the year, with peaks in summer for Brisbane 
(January to March) and in the dry season in Darwin (May and 
June).

Adelaide, Sydney and Canberra have the temperate grass pollen 
season in spring but also have secondary peaks in summer. These 
late summer peaks in grass pollen are likely to be due to subtropical 
species.

How to manage your symptoms
A number of oral medications, nasal sprays and eye drops to treat hay fever are available 
over the counter at pharmacies. They work in different ways and have different pros 
and cons.

Antihistamines have been used to manage hay fever for decades and can be the 
first-line treatment for those with mild or occasional hay fever.

When you can predict exposure to an allergen, such as when lawn mowing or going 
on a picnic in spring, taking an antihistamine before the exposure will provide better 

protection. They are also safe to use in the long term.
Opt for the newer, non-sedating varieties of antihistamines. The older drugs, which 

are still available, cause drowsiness and have been shown to contribute to workplace 
accidents in adults and impaired learning in children.

Antihistamines in general are good for itching, sneezing and watering symptoms, 
but do not relieve nasal blockage very well. Decongestant tablets and sprays can do this 
job, but they are limited to relieving symptoms only and do not resolve the underlying 
inflammation.

 Some people with hay fever have troublesome eye symptoms, usually itching, 
watering and redness. Overuse of decongestant nasal sprays can lead to longer-term 
problems with nasal blockage, so limit their use to a few days only.

For people with moderate to severe and persistent symptoms of hay fever, the most 
effective medications are the intranasal steroid sprays. The older 
ones are now over-the-counter items and others are available by 
prescription.

These sprays have a “preventative” action and are most effective 
when use begins before the pollen season. If not, they will start 
relieving symptoms after a few days. The sprays must be used every 
day during the season to allow the best chance of success and to 
minimise side effects in the nose. They have also been shown to 
reduce allergic eye symptoms.

Some people worry that these are “steroid” sprays, but they differ 
greatly from traditional oral steroids. The modern topical steroid 
sprays are barely absorbed into the body and don’t have the much-
feared muscle-building steroid side effects. A small percentage of 
people will experience some nasal bleeding, even if using the spray 
correctly; this is the most common side effect.

A number of people with hay fever will have troublesome eye 
symptoms, usually itching, watering and redness. If this isn’t 

relieved with topical nasal sprays, topical antihistamine eye drops can be very effective. 
Rinsing the eyes with an artificial tear solution of saline fluid can also be very soothing.

For people with severe and prolonged symptoms or who can’t gain adequate control 
with available medications, allergen-specific immunotherapy is available. This should 
be prescribed by an allergy specialist who determines the correct “vaccine” for the 
therapy. The immunotherapy program may extend over three to four years and is the 
only therapy that can provide long-lived benefit.

If you suffer from regular hay fever symptoms and medications don’t seem to be 
working, talk to your doctor. They can help guide you to the safest and most effective 
treatment option.
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K   reatures of urandaK Text: David Gormley
Photos: Helen Douglas

 bank said no
 no time to get to the bank
 confused about options
 want to save money

 4093 9141       deb@inlinehomeloans.com

Authorised Credit Rep of 
National Mortage Brokers 

Pty Ltd Cr No 451496

Your local 
mortgage 
broker

QUICK MOW – from $30
• Lawns mowed
MINI TIDY – from $40 
• Lawns mowed
• All edges trimmed
•  All drives, paths  external 

entertainment areas swept
• Grass cuttings removed
Discount for fortnightly booking
SUPER CLEAN UP
For a complete spring clean of 
your lawn & garden please give 
us a call.
Ask Matt and Diane for a quote

Matt  & Diane Cole
FREECALL 1800 1 JAMES

0439 657 878
Email: 1jameskuranda@gmail.com

Independently & locally owned with full insurance

We also offer:
• Pruning & weeding
•  Lawn grub & weed 

spraying
• Watering service
•  Complete lawn 

fertilisation
• Landscaping
•  Rubbish removal 

service
NEW: High pressure 
cleaning: paths, 
driveways & patios 
etc

My good ol’ mate Peter writes the gardening page for 
The Kuranda Paper, usually appearing on page 
10.

Why he has chosen to write as “Alectura” – short 
for Alectura lathami, otherwise known as the Scrub 
Turkey or Brush Turkey – is indeed a curiosity, as 
the humble Turkey is regarded by serious gardeners 
including Peter as being the servant of the devil, if not 
the devil himself or herself incarnate.

A never-ending battle of wits ensues between the 
proud avid gardener and the determined turkey, 
with the gardener everlast ingly attempting to devise 
means of keeping his feathered adversary out of prized 
garden beds. A veggie garden is almost an 
impossibility.

Everyone has a story attesting to the persistence 
of the Turkey, whether it be gaining entrance to 
‘banned’ areas to scratch up freshly dug soil or newly 
laid mulch in search of food, or its legendary single-
minded dedication to mound building.

A nearby resident went away for a weekend, 
having just had a trailer-load of mulch delivered to 
her front yard.

On return, the mulch was neatly piled up in her 
neighbour’s backyard. After initial angry words it 
became apparent that the resident male Turkey had 
assiduously moved the entire pile over the weekend.

In our case, not having formal garden beds, we 
don’t mind our resident turkeys raking up all the 
leaves and lawn clippings and assembling into a nest 
in our back yard, just near the veranda.

Over the years we have watched many dramas 
unfold in the nest, with chicks emerging, Monitors 
raiding the eggs, and even Orange-Footed Scrubfowl 
digging up and destroying eggs.

Reputedly it is only the male who tends to the 
nest and eggs, however we have watched both male 
and female turkeys fearlessly attacking a Monitor by 
pecking at its tail to drive it off the mound.

Despite the incubating eggs being fiercely 
protected, curiously, when hatched the chicks are left 
entirely to their own devices. Only a small percentage 
of chicks reach maturity.

The Scrub Turkey is wide spread, from the 
northern tip of Queensland down to central NSW.

It generally prefers elevated rainforests, but is 
found in drier forests and has even started to inhabit 
highly populated areas in cities and towns.

Although regarded as a non-threatened creature, 
there seems to be something happening in the local 
Turkey population.

When we arrived in Kuranda some eight years 
ago, I could throw veggie scraps and peelings over 
the deck (no onions, potatoes, bread please), and 
up to 14 Turkeys would appear from all directions, 
clucking and squabbling like a gathering of old 
friends.

The same action now usually results in the 
appearance of only two Turkeys.

Our two resident males (Heckle & Jeckle) have 
disappeared over the last couple of years, and the 
mound, utilised for at least five years, now stands 
neglected and in disrepair.

Other folk in different areas of Kuranda have 
confirmed a decrease in Turkey population and 
activity over the last couple of years, but on the 
other hand some people tell me that Turkey activity 
in their local area is quite stable and normal.

In full plumage, with extended wattle, the male 
Turkey is a handsome beast, even if allegedly devil-
possessed.

I overheard a couple of European tourists on 
Jungle Walk a while ago exclaiming:

“Look! There’s another one! I thought cassowaries 
were supposed to be rare. They’re everywhere!” as 
they took photos of…you guessed it… 

Consultations by Christine Irvine
Based around your selection of 4 Aura-Soma® Equilibrium 
bottles, (choose from 113 bottles) a consultation can offer 
answers to life’s questions. Consultations also focus on your 
gifts and potential giving insights into patterns and events in 
your life showing you new perspectives and possibilities.  
Aura-Soma® contains the dynamic living energies of nature – 
herbs and flowers, essential oils, natural colour from plants and 
the energies of gems and crystals. Put together in such a way 
that they assist you through their vibration to bring balance 
and harmony to your being on many different levels.

Contact me on 0400 955 414 or (07) 40939457
for a consultation/reading

Aura-Soma
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For all your mowing needs
Phone Stewart

4093 9130 or 0427 359 776

Regular service or one-off jobs welcomed

End-of-Lease Clean Ups

Pre and Post Storm Clean Ups

Small House Maintenance Jobs

MORO AUTO REPAIRS
THE EXHAUST SPECIALISTS

CALL RICO MORO
128 Mason St, Mareeba

FAX: 4092 4203 
MOB: 0419 795 562

7
6
5
1
8
7

• Mechanical repairs to all makes & models 
• Inspections & roadworthy certificates 

• Modification authorisation 

4092 4198

Wings of Lace

Pressure Washing now available

Occasionally amongst the myriad of moths that turn up at the porch light 
you may see a small insect with delicate lace-like wings. Not surprisingly 
these insects are known as lacewings. There are many species which occur 
in our local region, but the most striking are the green lacewings which are 
intriguing little animals.

Green lacewings’ wings are held in a tent-like fashion over the body, and 
other than the wing veins, are completely transparent. Their eyes are also 
very distinctive, and are ruby red in colour. They reflect brightly and look 
like jewels due to their compound lenses (many tiny lenses that make up 
the eye).

Adult green lacewings have a fluttering flight, and can be found in the 
garden feeding upon nectar. They tend to hide underneath leaves when 
they are resting and their colour provides excellent camouflage amongst 
green foliage. They also have the ability to release a strong smelling liquid 
when they are disturbed, and I have personally witnessed a spider attacking 
and then releasing a lacewing due to this chemical defence.

Green lacewings lay their eggs upon plants, either attached to the stems 
or to the leaves. The remarkable thing about green lacewing eggs is that 
they lay them attached to individual stalks. This elevation protects them 
from predators roaming the plants looking for food, particularly animals 
such as ants. Many people mistake these eggs for tiny fungi.

As soon as they hatch, the larvae of green lacewings themselves become 
predators, and savage ones at that. In garden pest control, these insects are 
extremely valuable due to their choice diet of thrips, aphids, scale insects, 
mites and a variety of moth eggs. They have long, sharp mandibles to impale 
their prey, which they consume in large numbers in order to grow quickly. 
Their entire lifecycle takes around a month to complete, and adult females 
can lay up to 600 eggs in this time.

These insects are certainly one which gardeners could consider a true 
ally. In fact, green lacewings are so effective as predators in the garden that 
they are sold commercially for use as bio-control agents. Several businesses 
breed and sell them online within Australia.

Alan Henderson
Minibeast Wildlife

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAN HENDERSON

An adult green lacewing with spectacular jewel-like eyes.

A green lacewing laying eggs on stalks.
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Barry Hodson
FCPA

Certified Practising
Accountant
PO Box 139 Kuranda

Queensland 4881

Tel/Fax: (07) 4093 9770
Mobile: 0418 314 532

Email: bhodsonfcpa@internode.on.net

Hidden Words
B O O K S H O P

NOW
OPEN

Books for the thoughtful reader
Bottom of Therwine Street, Kuranda

The Bookshop is selling new and used books on:
HISTORY • BIOGRAPHY • SCIENCE • PSYCHOLOGY • POLITICS • RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY • PHILOSOPHY

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS • HUMAN RIGHTS AND JUSTICE • ARTS & CRAFTS • ANCIENT & MODERN CLASSICS
• NORTH QUEENSLAND AUTHORS • SELF-HELP • GIFT BOOKS

All welcome Wednesday to Sunday, from 10.00am to 4.00pm  Closed Monday & Tuesday 
May be open at other times

PO Box 1010 Kuranda Qld 4881 • Tel: 4093 7120
nicholsonmandalay@msn.com • http://grahamsbahaiblog.blogspot.com

Vicki’s 
Alterations 

and 
New Creations
Over 30 years’ experience

No Project too big 
or too small.

Reasonable
rates.

Phone
0400 791 345  or  4093 8976

Smart Wired
Electrical Contractors

Specialising in Domestic and Commercial Works
smartwiredec@outlook.com

PromPt, reliable ServiCe 7 DayS a Week

0408 878 884

KCLEAN
 House & Office

Cleaning

Call Karen for a free quote

0408 725 640

Clohesy River Fig 
Boardwalk

The Orange-footed Scrubfowl (right) is one 
of the great ‘mound builders’ of the forest, 
the other being the Scrub Turkey (see 
article on page 18) – and comparing the two 
mounds is like comparing the Scrubfowl’s 
mountain to the Turkey’s molehill.

The Scrubfowl is a much shyer bird than 
the Turkey, and is more often heard than 
seen, particularly its distinctive night calls.

An excellent example of the mound-
building expertise of the Scrubfowl can be 
seen at the Clohesy River Fig boardwalk. 
This little-used and little-known local 
attraction is accessed by turning off the 
Kennedy Highway about 10km west of 
Kuranda, and follow the dirt road for about 
another 10km – but not in a conventional 
car in wet weather. There are a couple of 
shallow, stone bottomed creeks to cross 
which can become a little too deep for 
some, after rain.

As well as being the site of a very 
substantial Scrubfowl mound, the Clohesy 
River Fig (left) is our very own local answer 
to Yungaburra’s Curtain Fig at the end of 
an easy short boardwalk. Pleasant day out.

  LOCAL ATTRACTION

Photos by Helen Douglas

Council Briefs
Revised Council Opening Hours
Mareeba Shire Council will have new opening hours as of Tuesday 6 October 2015.

“As part of the recent whole-of-Council Service Level Review (SLR) it was 
identified that the current Rankin Street office opening hours of 8.30am-4.45pm 
do not provide sufficient time for Customer Service staff to perform end of the day 
banking tasks. This requires staff to work after their normal closing hours to ensure 
that the necessary functions are completed,” Mayor Tom Gilmore said. 

“As a result, it is proposed the Rankin Street office opening hours be revised to 
8.30am-4.30pm, Monday to Wednesday and Friday. Thursday the office is open 
from 9.00am to 4.30pm to allow for a weekly staff meeting,” Cr Gilmore said. 

The telephone call centre will continue to operate during the existing hours of 
8.30am-4.45pm. 

Infrastructure works 
The Mareeba Shire Council has completed a mixture of Parks and Gardens 
maintenance as well as bridge works during the month of June. 

“Parks and Gardens has carried out general repairs and maintenance at the 
Town Hall Park, Dimbulah, Vains Park, Mt Molloy, Anzac Memorial Park, Kuranda, 
Basalt Gully and Bi-Centennial Lakes, Mareeba. General repairs and  maintenance 
has also been carried out on furniture and playground equipment,” Mayor Tom 
Gilmore said. 

Council to meet in Mt Molloy
Council will hold its Ordinary Meeting on Wednesday 5 August  in Mt Molloy. 

“The purpose of holding Council meetings in different locations across the Shire 
is to provide an opportunity for members of the community to attend and interact 
with Councillors and senior staff,” Mayor Tom Gilmore said. 

The meeting will be held at 10am at the Mt Molloy Hall. Everyone is welcome 
and morning tea will be provided. 

Genuine Answers from 16 year-old Students
 Q. What happens to your body as you age
A.  When you get old, so do your bowels and you get intercontinental
 Q. What happens to a boy when he reaches puberty
 A.  He says goodbye to his boyhood and looks forward to his adultery 
Q. Name a major disease associated with cigarettes
A. Premature death
Q. What is artificial insemination
A. When the farmer does it to the bull instead of the cow
Q. How can you delay milk turning sour
A. Keep it in the cow
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Inside My Studio
Interview and Photographs by Toni Rogers

Dale Mattsson – Backhoe Hire
EXPERIENCED OWNER OPERATOR

Servicing Kuranda & Surrounds
FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING NEEDS

Phone Dale 
0419 684 549

Having driven from Kuranda on the coldest 
morning on record for 20 years, it was such 
a pleasant experience for me to conduct this 
interview ‘down the range’ with the extremely 
warm and welcoming artist, Ron Hill. We 
were surrounded by colourful bougainvillea, 
grevilleas, Licuala ramsayii and a garden full 
of many plants with vivid red foliage purposely 
planted to attract some of the many species 
of birds which Ron paints. Much advantage 
is taken by this award winning painter, and 
his wife Linda, of the wide range of wetland 
and rainforest environs on their doorstep. 
Colour dominates Ron Hill’s paintings and he 
understands it; its brightness and lightness, 
its purity, its saturation and its application, 
enabling him to capture very tactile details in his 
landscapes and wildlife studies.

Where is your current studio?
My studio is on my sunny patio at my home in Kewarra Beach, overlooking Deep 
Creek. It is surrounded by a colourful flowering garden planted to attract birds.

Do you work alone or with others?
I always paint alone, with Pippin, my little Lhasa Apso dog at my feet. My wife Linda 
is, thankfully, my best/worst critic which is exactly what I need.

What are the essential features your studio has to have?
Good natural light. I am actually happy to work anywhere as long as there is an 
endless supply of tea and coffee. That is a must. I also need subjects from the natural 
world; landscapes, street scenes, and especially birds which I am passionate about. 

Describe your work pattern – hours/days/weeks. 
I am not disciplined and I work when I feel I want to paint something. At the 
moment I am making the most of the winter sun and beach walks. Sometimes there 
is a month between paintings and then I am suddenly full on. I always start early in 
the morning, I work at my best in the mornings and I paint until around lunchtime. 
I can alternatively work on the easel in my garage if it is raining, so really, I can paint 
whatever the weather.

Describe the works you do in your studio.
I paint in acrylics on canvas because I like the quick drying qualities. I guess I 
would say that I am an impatient painter. I cannot conceive painting on a number 
of canvases at once, waiting for the paint on each to dry. I like to ‘get the job done’. 
I work on each canvas until the painting is finished. It gives me great satisfaction.

Why is acrylic painting your chosen medium?
Because it is what I can do. I grew up in Birmingham in the UK and jobs in those 
days were everywhere – jewellery making, silversmithing and pottery were most 
prevalent in the area. School children had the opportunity for an arts education at 
an early age and I took that opportunity. I started at Art School aged 11 years and 
attended for four years. An advertising career followed first as a Commercial Artist 
and then as an Art Director. I finally worked my way to a position of Creative Director 
in a number of agencies. I did 40 years in the advertising business so I never wanted 
to paint when I came home. My interest in bird watching took over instead, as a sort 
of meditation. In retirement I was finally badgered into painting by an artist friend 

in Cairns and I eventually gave in and bought a canvas. I have never looked back.

List three things you listen to while working. 
Essentially, wildlife sounds. I am always on the lookout for new birds in my garden. 
I always have my camera ‘at the ready’. I do, however, enjoy listening to jazz, blues 
and world music.

What is your favourite tool?
(Ron produces a short handled, flat and square 
paint brush with synthetic bristles. Nothing 
spectacular, in fact, inexpensive and ‘off the 
shelf’ from any art supplier.)
There is no particular history attached to my 
favourite brush, it is not special, but I have learnt 
to get a thin or a flat line from this multipurpose 
shaped tool. I like my brushes small, pencil 
length. I am not comfortable with long brushes. 
I will get two paintings from each of my square 
brushes and then they will need replacing.

How do you identify your work? 
I sign my name, Ron Hill, on the bottom right 
hand side on the side of the canvas. I write 
in indelibable silver pen. I always feel that a 
signature distracts from the subject if it appears 
on the front.

How do you sell your work?
I sell through galleries, in particular the Kuranda Arts Co-operative gallery in 
Kuranda, commissions and by word of mouth. I do not have a website.

Do you teach or sell from your studio?
No, I don’t teach. I would not presume to call myself a teacher. The thought would 
frighten me to death. The way I paint seems to be a natural thing for me.

Do you have any other paid or unpaid work?
I am a regular volunteer at the Kuranda Arts Co-op gallery in Kuranda.

If you could change one thing about 
your studio what would that be?
As I paint so often in the garage, I would move 
it so it faces a slightly different direction to 
eliminate some of the heat where I work. 
But, I cannot move the garage, and this is a 
small wish for a small problem and nothing 
a sun umbrella can’t fix. I love living here, 
so close to Kuranda and the Tablelands, so 
there will be no change. 

If you were not working with visual 
art what would you be doing?
There is really only one thing. I would be 
bird watching full-time. In the meantime I 
will keep filming wildlife for my Wild Cairns 
DVD which I send out to other birdwatchers 
to encourage them to visit the area. If the 
new images prove to be better than those 
which I currently have in my collection, then 
I will replace them. I edit these movies on my iMac with music and captions. My 
favourite birds are the Fairy Wrens that occasionally come to my garden.

Ron Hill recently took out 2nd Prize in the Flora and Fauna painting award at this 
month’s Savannah Art Exhibition, Mareeba. Ron’s paintings are available at the 
Kuranda Arts Co-op Gallery, Coondoo Street, Kuranda, and The Village Gallery, 
Palm Cove.
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TOP
OF THE 
RANGE

ROOFING
 All aspects of roofing and

wall cladding
 New Roof and Re-Roof

 Roof Repairs
 Gutters and Downpipes

NO JOB TOO SMALL
LOCAL AND RELIABLE

QBSA 732967

Call CRAIG
4093 0367 • 0409 652 992

Neville Smith – Stationmaster
PROFILE

Since coming to Kuranda in 1986, 
Neville Smith, this month’s profile, 
has become well known around 
town, first as assistant Stationmaster 
and, since 1995, as Stationmaster, 
of the world famous, heritage-listed 
Kuranda Railway Station. He has now 
worked 48 years with Queensland 
Railways, a remarkable record of work 
and service. But that is jumping ahead 
a bit. Let’s get back to his beginnings.

He was born in Kilcoy, one of six 
children. His father was not on the 
railways, being a road transport man, 
but his grandfather was a railway 
man. His father has now passed on 
but his business is still going. Neville 
was raised in Harlin, in the Brisbane 
River Valley. His mother still lives in 
Harlin. He went to Primary School 
there and then to High School at 
Toogoolawah. These were old railway 
towns but the railway lines have long 
since ceased to be used. Neville still 
remembers the old steam trains that 
were in use into the 60s, hence his 
love of trains.

He left school at Grade 10 and one week later began working with the Railways, 
starting as a Lad Porter in Linville. He continued working at various stations over the 
years, some 18 stations in all, up and down the Queensland coast and in the central 
west. He rose to become a night officer, and eventually an assistant Stationmaster 
at Esk. Neville played piano and organ in a Dance Band for 15 years in South-east 
Queensland when he lived there. The Dance Band consisted of piano, saxophone, 
guitar and drums. He still plays the piano a bit.

In 1980 he married. His wife had two children of her own. The marriage lasted 
10 years and Neville still keeps in touch with the children. He moved with his then 
wife to Kuranda in 1986 as assistant Stationmaster and lived in one of the five timber 
Railway cottages that used to stand on the other side of the Cable Car station. Then 
in 1990 he and Annette Bewick became partners. She had three children of her own 
and worked around the village in several jobs.

In 1995 the then Kuranda Stationmaster Gordon Inglis retired and Neville was 
appointed in his place. He moved into the allocated Railway house next to the Station 
and has been in the job ever since. Regretfully, Annette passed away six years ago 
from a tragic illness. Neville still keeps in touch with her children, one of whom lives 
in Kuranda and another in Cairns.

He has seen many changes in the railway over his time. When he first joined 
they were still using morse code, and he has an old set just to prove it. They had 
signal cabins with manual operation, and now Kuranda Station is the only one left 

with them still in use. Elsewhere 
it is controlled electronically from 
Townsville. The Kuranda Signal 
Cabin operation will be maintained 
because of the heritage status. The 
lovely plants and gardens at the 
Station, for which it is famous, 
have been there for a long time and 
have not changed a lot. The late Bill 
Anderson used to be the gardener, 
followed by Joe Hunter. There is 
now no gardener on the staff and 
most of the work is contracted out. 
The present lift for wheelchairs 
and other purposes has replaced 
an older installation which had 
been used for milk churn deliveries 
way back. All rail motors cut out 
in 1998. Sugar trains no longer 
operate through Kuranda, and 
since the Mareeba cattle siding was 
closed no cattle trains now pass 
through Kuranda. There is now no 
freight through Kuranda but there 
is still the Savannahlander and the 
daily tourist trains from Cairns to 

Kuranda and return, plus any special trains on occasions.
Kuranda itself has seen many changes in Neville’s time here. It used to be a small 

village when he arrived, with a bowling club in the main street, RSL on a corner, 
and not so many shops. The old markets, which were open three days a week, drew 
very large crowds, and there was a bunge jump. Most of the hippies had moved on 
however. 

Neville retains an interest in trains generally. He has had train sets and is a 
member of the Railway Historical Society of Queensland. A great memory of his is 
meeting the Queen and Duke on their visit to Kuranda by train.

Neville is still quite busy with station administration and the many tourists and 
tour operators. In his spare time he likes gardening and horse racing, having a share 
in a race horse syndicate in Canberra. He reads. There have been travels overseas 
and visits to down south. Neville tries to do everything the best he can and runs a 
tidy Station and home. He is very particular in Station accounting and believes a 
good way to run a Station is to respect the staff that you have working for you. They 
will always respect you in return.

He plans to retire in a year or two but has yet to choose a new retirement place. 
He is to be congratulated on his long service.

Graham Nicholson
Hidden Words Bookshop, Kuranda
4094 7120 <nicholsonmandalay@msn.com>

My name is Stephan Powiesnik and I am a 
resident of Speewah.
I have become a partner of Australian 
Property Connection, a Real Estate Agency 
that was founded in 2001 and will represent 
the wider area of Kuranda.
If you would like to know the present 
market value of your property in this ever 
changing market, please give me a call and 
I will organise a free market appraisal for 
your property.

0447 946 909
4093 0584

stephan@austpropconnection.com
www.austpropconnection.com
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A History of Kuranda Rail by Ivana Andacic

Chapter 13
By April 1890, Stoney Creek Bridge was almost complete and the project 
was paid a vice-regal visit by the Governor of Queensland, General Sir Henry 
Wiley Norman. To His Excellency’s astonishment, John Robb prepared a full 
banquet atop Stoney Creek Bridge with tables, food and wine dizzily suspended 
many metres over the gorge. The noise of the water rushing over the falls at 
the time caused all speeches to be cancelled, so there was just one toast, “to 
the Governor”. One could say a perfect combination of interesting company, 
delightful surroundings, good food, and best of all, no speeches.

Chapter 14

Chapter 16

Chapter 15

Barrels of ale were 
rolled by navvies 
to the many pubs 
along the Cairns to 
Kuranda range such 
as Hides Hotel above 
Camp Oven creek. 
Once emptied the 
barrels were filled 
with excavated soil 
and rubble from the 
construction sites and 
used to fill in large 
areas of tidal swamp 
on which much of the city of Cairns now stands. The heritage-listed Hides 
Hotel now stands on the corner of Lake and Shields street. These pictured 
barrels of ale were XXX which indicated the strength of the ale with XXXX 
being the strongest in alcohol content.

Red Bluff, one of the steepest sections and the largest cutting along the Cairns 
to Kuranda railway. This cutting was the most difficult section for the workers 
to excavate. Men were suspended down by ropes to dig away the cutting. 
However the rock face was unstable and as the men made progress, the slope 
would slip and work would be lost. John Robb the builder of the line had his 
men dig well into the rock face until a solid foundation could be found. This 
created the distinctive scar that is a landmark today.

Tunnel number 15 is the longest 
of the fifteen tunnels on the line 
and was by far the most difficult to 
build. In fact, they were unable to 
dig where they originally intended, 
and it was only after much argument 
with the Government, that John 
Robb the builder of the line was 
allowed to move it, and then only 
after a number of men were killed 
during the blasting. To make up 
for lost time, the men digging this 
tunnel worked on eight faces at once. 
Tunnel No 15 is 490 metres long, it 
has 3 curves and 11 safety culverts, 
in case anyone gets caught inside. 
Today all 15 tunnels on the Cairns 
to Kuranda railway line are Heritage 
Listed.

Series continued next month.
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BUMBLEBEE
MOTORS

Bumblebee Motors
Bee Surprised At The Level Of Service

Available To You

Competitive Pricing On All Mechanical ServicesTyres At A Price You Can AffordWheel AlignmentsServicing Of All Makes And ModelsAdvice You Can Be Assured OfKey Cutting Service
LPG Gas Bottle Refills

Barang Street • Kuranda
Phone/Fax 4093 9235

We Stock & Sell Batteries For:
   Automotive – All Makes, 

All Models Motor Cycles
  Generators
  Deep Cycle
  Solar
  Dual Battery Systems

Discount Microchipping
Discount Microchipping will be available for $25.00 at the “Pets in the 
Park” fundraising event for the Mareeba Animal Refuge, Saturday 1st August 
2015 at Centenary Park Mareeba.

“All cats and dogs must be microchipped so Mareeba Shire Council 
in conjunction with Central Veterinary Clinic are offering Pet Owners an 
opportunity to have their cats and dogs microchipped at the considerably 
discounted rate of $25.00,” Mayor Tom Gilmore said. 

“Council are holding a stall at the upcoming “Pets in the Park” which is 
being hosted by Mareeba Animal Refuge. The stall will be open for business 
at 9.00am, and will remain open until the available microchips have run out. 
Be early to ensure your pet has the opportunity to be microchipped,” Mayor 
Gilmore said. 

“A microchip is a permanent method of electronic identification. The  chip 
itself is very small and implanted at the back of your pet’s neck. A national 
data base is maintained with the owner’s contact details, so if your pet is 
found  it means there is a greater chance for it to be returned to you,” Mayor 
Gilmore said. 

The fundraising day will be full of activities aimed at raising awareness 
and supporting the Mareeba Animal Refuge. The refuge offers shelter to lost, 
stray and abandoned pets in the community.

Bringing Home Baby
Many people are concerned about how the arrival of their human baby will affect the 
behaviour of their dog or cat and rightly so. After all, your pet was your first ‘baby’ 
and is used to being the centre of attention. The good news is pets and babies can 
live very happily together provided you plan well in advance and follow certain safety 
rules. 

When I first introduced my newborn to our three large dogs some 25 years ago, 
there wasn’t much information on how to ensure a smooth transition. I simply 
plonked the baby capsule on the floor and let my pooches smell the new addition to 
the family. Fortunately it was love at first sniff and our daughter was immediately 
accepted into the doggie pack.

Now that I’m going to be a grandma, I’m a little wiser and certainly a lot more 
cautious.

While all pet experts stress the importance of vigilance and awareness, popular 
dog behaviourist, Cesar Millan has compiled a few tips to prepare for your baby’s 
arrival:
1.  Focus on Leadership

 Establish yourself as the unwavering pack leader. (For more information on pack 
leadership I suggest googling some guidelines by Cesar Millan or purchasing one 
of his excellent books).

2.  Claim Your Baby’s Scent
 Once your infant is born, bring home an item with the baby’s smell on it. Place the 
object on the floor and tell your dog to “leave it”. Your dog should be close enough 
to smell but not close enough to touch. The scent needs to be associated with 
space and respect. All dogs need boundaries inside their home and your infant’s 
nursery should be out of bounds for your pooch. As soon as you know what room 
will be your nursery, stop allowing your dog into that room. If your ‘fur child’ has 

 been claiming your bed and furniture, now is the time to implement some house 
rules. Your human baby needs to be seen as above the pack order.

3.  Control the Introduction
 Make sure your dog is in a calm, submissive state before inviting her in. Be in a 
composed state while holding the baby. Let the dog sniff from a distance before 
allowing it to get closer and closer to your infant. You are teaching your dog 
respect for the baby.

4.  Be Aware of Your Energy
 A pregnancy affects the entire household and your canine will mirror your 
emotions. You do not want the dog to associate baby with negative emotions. 
Refrain from becoming anxious, nervous, angry or any other undesirable reaction. 
Remember the dog is part of the pack too.

5.  Don’t Forget Your ‘Fur Baby’
 Maintain routine. Providing a daily walk and consistent leadership will let the dog 
feel secure and relax about the new addition. If your dog pulls, use a ‘Halti’ head 
collar, it works wonders.

When it comes to introducing cats to babies, it’s best not to force the issue. Moggies 
like to do things in their own time. However just like dogs, cats still need the same 
routine and attention they had before the new arrival. While felines don’t usually get 
jealous, they are attracted to the warmth of the baby’s cot. Most experts recommend 
placing a mosquito net over the crib to stop your fluff ball climbing in with the infant.

Keep in mind that there is a lot of research to suggest that children brought up 
with pets in the first year of life have lower incidence of allergies later on, not to 
mention a stronger immune system. All your hard work will ensure a safe, respectful, 
strong bond between baby and ‘fur kids’ for years to come.

Holiday Pet Feeding Service
Let me take care of your animals, plants, mail and put the bin out,

perhaps you just want your gardens watered instead. 
Then let me help.

Servicing Kuranda, Myola, Kowrowa and Speewah areas.
Phone 0407 242 190

(A.B.N. 384 113 26948)
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What is Freemasonry?BRIAN REEVES PART 8
(FINAL) 

HAVING passed through the Three Degrees in Craft Freemasonry, a mason 
is able to progress to other orders. The two next steps are Royal Arch 
Masonry and the Mark and RAM Degrees, these are followed by other 

Masonic Orders, which will become known to those who decide to join Freemasonry 
and wish to delve further into its history.

For this concluding article we will briefly cover the Royal Arch and Mark Degrees. 
It can be said that Royal Arch Freemasonry is the completion of pure ancient 
masonry. Whilst Mark and The Royal Arch Degrees are the recognized degrees, 
rituals worked serve to fill in all the interstices in the building, the small details of 
the story of Solomon’s and Zerubbabel’s Temples at Jerusalem.

Each of these ceremonies has the ability to be worked either on the individual, 
or in groups, without leaving the candidates feeling not involved. Some are solemn, 
others can invoke a sense of the dramatic, yet others a triumph of success when all 
was thought to be lost in despair.

Some are worked by a small team of officers; others require many participants to 
fully bring them to life.

Some of the most beautiful charges can be found in this order, also some of the 
longest, and when properly delivered, not only do they illustrate fully the Royal 
Arch Story, but they bring credit upon the companion who has taken the time to 
ensure his work is fully marked and fitted for its place in the intended structure of 
the ceremonial.

The Mark Degree is one of hope and encouragement, the ritual being built around 
a single verse from Psalm 118: “The stone which the builders rejected has become 
the head stone of the corner”.

It deals with the building of King Solomon’s Temple and involves the various 
Craftsmen employed in the task, but its real message is one of contemplation of 
human strength and weakness.

The Degree contains many other messages for the discerning Mason but in 
particular that the wisest of men can be mistaken, that the experts are frequently 
wrong, that the weakest often display far greater perseverance than the strongest, 
that the insignificant have potential for distinction and that we all have a part to play 
in the Building of Life.

It is for each mason to put his own interpretation upon the message which the 
Degree proclaims, but he is clearly encouraged to believe that no man is beyond 
redemption and that the possibility of distinction is always within our power. 
Whatever our religion the message is one of hope of which, for the Christian, is 

clearly expressed by Peter in the Book of Acts, where he says of Jesus “This is the 
Stone which was set at naught by you Builders, which is become the head of the 
Corner”.

Finally the Mark Degree reminds us that when all the wisest and cleverest of men 
were gathered Only One looked towards the West and saw the sunbeam strike the 
roof of the Temple. The Degree represents the everyday life of each one of us, for the 
Stone hewn from the virgin rock depicts us all on our journey through life, and the 
final recognition that perfection should be the guide to all our conduct so that “we 
may be found worthy”.

Well dear reader, I trust you found these articles of interest and brought 
Freemasonry to you in a new light. Some of you by the time you read this article will 
have visited the Cairns Show and had the opportunity to see our stand and talk to 
those freemasons manning it. You will have seen information on our Charity work 
throughout Queensland; unfortunately the press do not seem to have an interest in 
printing articles on the various local gifts to all sectors of life, but let it be known that 
freemasonry will always be gifting help and charity to worthy needs.

In closing, may I express my gratitude to The Kuranda Paper for their unstinted 
work, to the folders who get up very early once a month to fold your paper so Cathy 
and Mark can deliver it to your home. Finally thank you for your interest and 
comments.
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Across
8 Man has relations in old English county (6)
9 Not taught poetry? (8)
10 AC Milan, injected with adenosine concoction, become crazy (8)
11 Politician puts together new racket (6)
12 Note backs instrumentalists (8)
13 Timber to south east is scanty (6)
14 Sounds like expulsion of air and something that might be passed afterwards (7)
17 Cowboy possibly has hat made from fabric (7)
20 Loud, large relative will let it all hang out (6)
22 Woman from Baltic city makes pasta (8)
25 Greek letter duplicated and faked (6)
26 Pat Shine worked as an actor (8)
27 Noblemen have great comfort, it is said (8)
28 Sounds as if revolutionary force is just chatter (6)

Down
1 Calm worker has tranquiliser (8)
2 Sees drug agents (6)
3 Previous partner exploits and demands (6)
4 Weapon has wounded girl (7)
5 Electronic weathercocks, sent to church, disappear (8)
6 Stormy Tungaroa produces legendary sailor (8)
7 Man has shares in slaves (6)
15 Broth given to prisoners, apparently, in very small quantities (8)
16 From time, to time, to time - many times (8)
18 Swedish scientist corrupted A. Nilsen at university. (8)
19 Desire has man and woman intertwined after taking drug (7)

 SOLUTION ON PAGE 28

Cryptic Crossword #16 BY DAVID

Our Historic Past Peter Ryle

A Golf Course in Kuranda?
CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH

The story of a new golf course in Kuranda went far 
and wide. On May Day 1928 The Brisbane Courier 
published an article under the heading Kuranda Golf 
Course:

“The announcement that a nine-hole golf course 
will be officially opened at Kuranda on June 2 will 
be welcome news to votaries of the game who intend 
to visit North Queensland either during the winter 
tourist season or later. The links, which were laid 
out by Mr. Southcombe, of the Cairns Golf Club, are 
ideally situated among the wealth of tropical vegetation 
known as the “Maze,” and are within six minutes’ walk 
of the principal hotel of the district. A nominal charge, 
including ferry fare across the Barron River, and 
afternoon or morning tea, will be made for the use of the 
links, and enthusiasts who are remaining in the district 
for a short period may become honorary members of 
the club at small expenditure. The establishment of the 
links should be greatly appreciated by tourists, and Mr. 
D. Duggan, who is interested in the “Maze” property, 
and to whose order the course was laid out, is to be 
commended for his enterprise.”

Support for the new club appears to have been high. 
The Cairns Post reported on 25 May 1928:

“At a well-attended meeting of the club, held in 
Fitzpatrick’s Hall last Monday evening, it was decided 
to buy golf requisites with the surplus from a recently 
held social, which will be used for practice and should 
create enthusiasm amongst young aspirants. It was 
also decided to invite representatives from all clubs 
this side of Townsville. The Mayor of Cairns (Alderman 
W.A. Collins) has consented to officially open the links 
on June the 9th, and will also name a very large rock 
overlooking the golf course and Kuranda, from which 
there is a magnificent mountain view. 

“The Governor, Sir John Goodwin, has consented 
to be the first patron to the club. Mr. D. Douglas wrote 
him asking his permission to call the rock Governor 
Goodwin’s Lookout, and sent him photos of it. His 
Excellency wired: ‘Delighted to have it so named’.”

On 7 June The Cairns Post could report that the 
new club was progressing:
“GOLF KURANDA CLUB: A fully attended meeting 

was held on Tuesday evening in Fitzpatrick’s Hotel 
to finalise arrangements for the official opening next 
Saturday. Reports showed matters very well in hand. It 
was decided to guarantee a rail motor, which will leave 
Cairns at 12.20 pm, leaving Kuranda at about 8pm for 
Cairns.”

The paper carried a notice on 12 June that the 
Cairns Golf Club ran a rail motor to Kuranda to allow 
Cairns golfers to play on the Kuranda links. Twenty-
four people made the journey. The same paper had a 
notice about the new club:
“KURANDA CLUB OPENING: The newly-formed 
Kuranda Golf Club is to be officially opened on June 
29, when a good representation from district clubs 
is anticipated. Arrangements are to be made for a 
special motor from Cairns and also one from the 
Tablelands, so that there should be good entries for the 
programme, which will consist of a gentlemen’s 18-hole 
stroke handicap and ladies’ nine-hole foursome in the 
afternoon. The entrance fee for gentlemen is 1/- for the 
morning event and 2/- for the afternoon. The ladies’ 
events will cost them 1/- each. Valuable trophies will 
add to the attraction of the game, which at the same 
time should prove a good outing.”

The members of the Kuranda Golf Club appeared to 
be very adept at taking advantage of any situation that 
presented itself. In July 1928 Queensland Governor Sir 
John Goodwin and his wife visited North Queensland. 
When his entourage visited Kuranda the club managed 
to entice the Governor to accept the role of club patron, 
and to visit the course. The Cairns Post reported that: 
“On leaving the school the party proceeded across the 
river in Mr. D. Duggan’s new boat, named “The Lillian” 
by Lady Goodwin, and enjoyed a personally conducted 
tour of “The Maze” golf course and the fine view-point 
which His Excellency named “Governor Goodwin’s 
Lookout.” From this point the views are marvellous.”

By October the Kuranda Golf Club was a member 
of the Far North Queensland Golf Association. Other 
members included Cairns, Atherton, Ravenshoe, 
Yungaburra and Mossman. There was also interest 
from clubs at Innisfail and Tully to become members.

There was no further reference to the Kuranda golf 

course until 24 May 1930 in golfing news in The Cairns 
Post:
“KURANDA GOLF CLUB: A welcome acquisition to the 
number of golf links in the North is a nine-hole course in 
Kuranda. There cannot be too many clubs in a district, 
and those responsible for the one at Kuranda are to be 
congratulated. They will prove an enhancement to the 
already large sum of Kuranda’s attractions for tourists 
and Cairns residents as well.

“It is expected that the opening tournament will be 
held about June 13. The links were recently inspected 
by the caretaker of the Cairns links, Mr. C. Tangney, 
than whom there is none more competent to judge, 
and his opinion is distinctly favourable. He states 
that the fairways are in excellent order, and the new 
sand greens would be completed and be in excellent 
condition before the opening day.

“Surprise was expressed at the natural beauty of the 
links, and the opinion was given that good golf could be 
played there under the best of conditions. The links are 
very handy to the railway station, being situated across 
the Barron River and adjoining Fairyland.

“Further particulars regarding the opening 
tournament will be made available later. As the 
Kuranda links are so centrally situated among the clubs 
of the district, an excellent tournament should result. 
The progress of the club will be watched with interest 
by all golfers.”

The last mention of the Kuranda Golf Club appeared 
in an article written by Ann Murtagh on her trip 
along the Queensland coast, published in The Central 
Queensland Herald, a Rockhampton newspaper, in 
October 1931:

“Just opposite the railway station is a delightful 
swimming pool, and beyond this is the “Maze,” another 
enchanting park, filled with wonderful umbrella palms, 
tree ferns, and beautiful timber. Here we also see golf 
links, but as no one finds time for golf they are seldom 
used.” 

Unfortunately there is no further 
information available to tell us what happened 
to this golf course or the golf club, or why it 
ceased to exist. 
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LAURIE CAMERON
Experienced Owner/Operator

BOB CAT HIRE

Servicing Kuranda & Surrounds

Phone: 0412 749 611

 Post Holes        Leveling
 Trenching          Site Cleans
 Driveway Repairs & Resurfacing

We can supply all quality raw 
materials at competitive rate
eg. mulch, road base, 
crusher, garden mix, 
rock, sand etc.

Located in Kuranda
we offer a unique educational experience

 from Playgroup to Class Ten,
delivering the Steiner curriculum in 

a nurturing and creative way.

Buses available from Cairns and Mareeba
Limited vacancies available, enrol now.

Expressions of interest currently being taken
for a Thursday playgroup.

For further information, or an enrolment package, visit

www.chss.qld.edu.au
or contact the office on

4093 8809
between 8.00am & 4.00pm

K.N.C. Operated by 
KURANDA INFORMATION & SUPPORT CENTRE 

ASSOC. INC. 
6 Rob Veivers Drive, Kuranda 

PO BOX 170   KURANDA Qld  4881      
Ph: 4093 8933  Fax: 4093 8607

Email: knc@qld.chariot.net.au
ABN 62 198 192 130

Furniture Exchange: We have a large number of families and individuals 
requiring household furniture and goods including in particular: tables and chairs, 
lounges, beds, fridges and washing machines.

We also have demand for warm bedding, blankets, linen and towels. We can 
arrange pick up or items can be delivered to the Neighbourhood Centre – please call 
Ceri or Marg. We ask that items be in good condition without tears or broken parts. 
All donations are very much appreciated. THANKS!!

Drug and Alcohol Program: Counsellors from Community Services 
Tablelands will be coming to do a group program running over three weeks. To 
register for the program, please contact Marg or Ceri. 

Seedlings: We have a large and fresh supply of seedlings back at KNC – please 
drop in and have a look at the range. Punnets are $1 each. It is perfect weather to put 
in your veggie garden – the light rain will give your garden a great start!

Salvation Army Financial Counselling: A gambling help/financial 
counsellor from Salvation Army will come to KNC (when there is demand) on 
Wednesday mornings to see people who are experiencing financial difficulties with 
debts, debilitating contracts, high interest loans or other problems that is causing 
financial stress.

Again, all sessions are strictly confidential and appointments can be made by 
calling 4093 8933 and asking for Ceri or Marg. 

Computer tutoring and technical support: KNC is lucky to have 
Tracey 5 mornings a week for the time being doing computer tutoring and providing 
technical support for basic computer (and mobile phone) issues and repairs.

This includes Broadband for Seniors training support, learning new programs, 
email set up, photos, internet search tips etc.

This is a free service, donations welcome. All donations go back to KNC programs 
and services. For enquiries call KNC on 4093 8933 and askTracey, Ceri or Marg.

    – The Neighbourhood Centre Team

Well-travelled Flying-fox
Near Georgetown, some 400 kilometres west of Kuranda, a train driver travelling 
east noticed a Little Red Flying-fox trapped on barbed-wire fencing. Also a wildlife 
carer, the driver stopped the train and deftly disentangled the bat, wrapping and 
confining her in a bag.

On arrival at Dimbulah, the bat was delivered to a carer at the post office, 
who transferred her into a rescue basket. Batreach was called and Pam agreed 
to rehabilitate the bat, so the next stage of her journey was in a mail van to 
Mareeba Vet. A gentleman who happened to be driving through to Kuranda kindly 
transported the bat to Kuranda Vet, where Pam picked her up.

Fortunately there was minimal damage to her wing membrane so she will be 
releasable after a brief period of rehabilitation.

Thousands of flying-foxes and other animals die from barbed-wire entrapment 
every year, so luckily for this Little Red people were in the right place at the right 
time to rescue her and bring her into care. A great effort by all involved.

   Story and Photo by Helen, Batreach Volunteer

Experienced sewing person wanted, paid work. 
I am injured and must complete project.

0429 090 476



JENSEN JOTTINGS
Jenny Jensen

MAREEBA SHIRE COUNCIL
jennyj@msc.qld.gov.au • Ph: 0417 002 046 • Council Office 1300 308 461

Residents are welcome to contact me in regards these or any other matters. Your opinions are always welcome.
You can also contact any of your MSC Councillors if you would like to discuss any Council matters.

Sommer
Painting Services

Est. 1995 • QBSA 076195

LONG LIST OF LOCAL REFERENCES

• New Homes/Repaints
• Commercial
• High-pressure Cleaning
• Airless spraying
• Roof restorations
• Sikkens Timber Finishes
• Free quotes

Ralf Sommer
107 Veivers Drive, Speewah

Phone/Fax 4093 0146
Mobile 0413 313 823
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How Do I Contact 
Council?
Email: info@msc.qld.gov.au,
Phone 1 300 308 461,
use the link on the MSC website 
www.msc.qld.gov.au or visit 
Council Service Centre at the 
Library.  

How Do I Contact A 
Councillor?
The Council website lists contact 
details for the Mayor and each 
Councillor, as well the details of 
their Register of Interests.

Mayor Tom Gilmore:
Ph: 4086 4599
Email: tomg@msc.qld.gov.au 
Mob: 0428 266 078

Cr Nipper Brown:
Ph: 4093 1064
Email: nipperb@msc.qld.gov.au 
Mob: 0429 931 061

Cr Karen Ewin:
Ph: 4092 2321
Email: karene@msc.qld.gov.au 
Mob: 0411 291 850

Cr Mary Graham:
Ph: 4092 1030
Email: maryg@msc.qld.gov.au 
Mob: 0488 393 351

Cr Allan Holmes:
Ph: 4092 3848
Email: allanh@msc.qld.gov.au

Cr Alan Pedersen:
Ph: 4094 8337
Email: alanp@msc.qld.gov.au 
Mob: 0409 275 776

Cr Jenny Jensen:
Mob: 0417 002 046
Email: jennyj@msc.qld.gov.au 
Ph: 4093 8601

Mareeba Shire Council:
Ph 1300 308 461
Email: info@msc.qld.gov.au

Council Operations:
Following the bringing down of the 
budget and the beginning of the new 
financial year, the Mareeba Shire 
Council is now well established in its 
capital works program for the year and 
other works which are still in progress 
are nearing completion.

Reservoir:
The formwork is in place for the final 
pour next week. The reservoir will be 
completed in time for the period that 
Stanwell lowers the level of the river 
for maintenance work, which will leave 
our pumps high and dry. With this new 
reservoir in place we will have a two 
megalitre capacity to see us through 
that period, however, it is absolutely 
imperative that everyone moderates 
their use of water during this time, to 
ensure that the population does not 
run out of potable water. There will 
be sufficient notice provided to all 
households in the lead-up to the event.

 

Grove Creek Bridge – Speewah:
We are currently awaiting the final 
design for the Grove Creek Bridge and 
tenders will be called for the construction 
of this bridge within two weeks. This, 
of course is a major part of our capital 

works program; half funded by the 
Commonwealth Government and the 
other half by the Mareeba Shire Council.
During the construction period the 
community of Speewah will continue to 
have full access across Grove Creek.

Koah Hall:
The Annual General meeting of the Koah 
Hall Committee was well attended on 
Sunday 19th July and a new committee 
was formed.

This is a beautiful community facility 
and one which we all hope will be heavily 
utilised.

Cr Holmes and Cr Graham were in 
attendance, with Cr Holmes cooking a 
sausage sizzle for the evening.

We are anticipating a considerable 
increase in the number of birthday 
parties and other celebrations held at 
this hall over the next several years. 
Congratulations to the new committee 
and best wishes.

Community Precinct:
Work is well under way by Shane Smith 
the contractor in the refurbishment of 
Block C at the Kuranda Community 
Precinct, which will soon be established 
as the Kuranda Library.

We all look forward to the transfer 
of the library to this large and well 
appointed facility.

Schools Tree Day:
As a part of National Tree Day to be held 
on Sunday, 26 July Council participated 
in Schools Tree Day on Friday 24th 
July.

Thank you to Jax of the Kuranda 
Conservation Community Nursery for 
the donation of trees for the Schools 
Tree Day plantings. Every school in the 
shire has been provided with a tree.

Customer Requests System:
If you have a complaint or request 
for Council action, you can easily and 
quickly log this. Call 1300 308 461 (both 
MSC reception and urgent after hours 
service) or email info@msc.qld.gov.au.

You are also welcome to contact any 
of your Councillors who may be able to 
assist.

Next Council Meeting:
The next meeting will be held on August 
5th in the Mt Molloy Memorial Hall, 
commencing at 10:00am. Everybody is 
welcome to attend.

Because the new Mareeba Shire Council does not have wards, Councillor and Deputy Mayor Jenny Jensen 
is not, strictly, “our” councillor alone. She is everyone’s councillor, as are all the other councillors. We may 
be able in future to persuade some of the others to write something for the paper and in what we hope may 
be the first of these, this month’s edition of Jensen’s Jottings has been written by Mayor Tom Gilmore: Gil-
more’s Gems* so to speak. (* Insert suitable noun)
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Michael Trout MP Member for Barron River
Phone: 4038 2800

Email: barron.river@parliament.qld.gov.au

 Crawford’sCorner
Craig Crawford

MEMBER FOR BARRON RIVER

Electorate Office: Stanton Place, Captain Cook Highway, Smithfield Q 4878
PO Box 1014 Smithfield Q 4878

PH: 07 4038 2800 • FAX: 07 4038 2801
barron.river@parliament.qld.gov.au • www.craigcrawford.com.au

Another busy month with the most significant event being the tabling of the 
State Budget. For me the highlight was $1.5million over two years for the 
planning work required to duplicate the Bill Fulton Bridge on the Cairns 
Western Arterial Road. While only a small amount in this budget it means 
that addressing this known congestion spot has now commenced. Once the 
planning is complete the project which is expected to be in the vicinity of $18 
to $20 million can go to tender and move to construction. 

Other projects in the budget include $4million over two years to construct 
additional permanent classrooms at Trinity Beach State School, $6.5million 
over two years to the Australian Institute of Tropical Health and Medicine 
at JCU, $3,457,000 to Ngoonbi for construction of accommodation units in 
Kuranda, as well as funding for change rooms for Barron Trinity Rugby Club 
and Centrals Trinity Beach AFL. 

Highlights this month have been the Greek Festival at Redlynch, 
attending the Pirates Touch Football Club end of winter season presentation 
at Aeroglen – and sponsoring the trophies, NAIDOC Week and a visit to 
Cairns Hospital with the Health Minister to see the commissioning of the 
new $2.4million PET-CT scanner which means cancer patients will no longer 
have to travel to Brisbane or Townsville for their scans. 

Soon after being elected to office I met with Barron River local Dr Sasi 
Victoire, an experienced curator of international touring festivals. Dr 
Victoire was seeking funding for a touring project TROPICS>TROPICS at 
the 2015 Johor Bharu Arts Festival in southern Malaysia to include food, 
art exhibition, film, music, forums and workshops to showcase the art and 
culture of Far North Queensland. 

I wrote to the Premier seeking funds for the project and am happy to 
report that in her capacity as Minister for the Arts an amount of $30,141 has 
been made available for the event. As Johor is in close proximity to Singapore 
where Silk Air has commenced direct flights to Cairns, the exhibition has 
the potential to attract many more visitors to Cairns which is economically 
dependent on tourism. 

Congratulations to local community groups that were successful in the 
latest round of the Gambling Community Benefit Fund which saw $162,840 
injected into the electorate including: 
• $31,818 to RSPCA shelter to purchase a vehicle 
• $35,000 to Barron Valley Gymnastics to purchase matting 
• $35,000 to Marlin Coast Swimming Club for a facility upgrade 
• $18,840 to Warriors of the Cross Care to purchase cold storage containers 
• $18,181 to Northern Beaches Scouts to upgrade facilities 
• $14,000 to Freshwater Horse and Pony Club to upgrade facilities 
• $100,000 to Marlin Coast Neighbourhood Club to purchase IT equipment.

As always, if I can be of assistance please do not hesitate to contact my 
office. 

For all information relating to the Mareeba Shire Council please see 
www.msc.qld.gov.au

and for specific information relating to libraries 

www.msc.qld.gov.au/libraries

Kuranda Library and Council Office:

PHONE 4093 9185

Library Lines
Now that the colder months are upon us, it could well be time to think about those 
next holidays, or learning something new.  And your local library is an excellent place 
to start looking: so whether you are looking for a travel guide for Outer Mongolia or 
an introduction to rearing poultry, your local Mareeba Shire Council Library is a 
great place to start.

There are a couple of national events to follow this month: one is Science Week, 
17th–22nd August and the other is Children's Book Week, 24th–29th August.

Science Week: Kuranda Library will have a display of all the planets - if you have 
trouble remembering their order, outwards from the sun, try this simple mnemonic 
– “My Very Eager Mother Just Served Us Nachos” (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune)

 ©2014 Planet for kids

 To celebrate Science Week, Kuranda Library is having a True or False/multiple 
choice competition for school-age children. To enter, please collect your entry form 
for your child’s age group, from our circulation desk. Complete the ten True or False/
multiple choice options and return to the library by 5.30pm Tuesday 25th August to 
be in the running for an assembly kit. There will be three age groups: 6–7, 8–11, and 
12+ years. Winners will be selected by a random draw, from correct entries. Entry 
forms will be available from 17th August.

We will also be conducting a Science Workshop on Tuesday 18th August from 
3.30pm–5.00pm. During this session we will be making static electricity – please 
remember to book as there are only seven places for this shocking event! This is 
aimed at children aged 12+, and attendees will be able to keep their kit.

Children's Book Week: A selection of children's book titles vie for the Children's 
Book Council of Australia's "Book of the Year".  To view the 'Shortlist 2015', where 
all the categories are listed, please visit http://cbca.org.au/ShortList-2015.htm 
– Kuranda Library will display a selection of these titles in the library during the 
month of August.

Other Dates To Remember: Baby Rhymetime sessions for August 2015:  10.00am 
to 10.45am on Wednesdays 12th and 26th August, 2015.

Our Storytime sessions for this month will include the themes ‘Music’ and ‘Outer 
Space’. Storytime is held from 10.30am–11.30am every Friday during school term.

Let's have some dress-up fun for Storytime on Friday 28th August: come 
dressed-up as a book character and receive a gift for participating.  

For dog and cat owners there is a community event at Centenary Park, Saturday 
1st August, 2015, at which it will be possible to get discounted microchipping for 
$25.  All profits go to the Mareeba Animal Refuge. Be quick – numbers are limited 
and this event will start at 9.00am. Mareeba Shire Council extends its gratitude to all 
involved for volunteering their time to assist with this worthy cause.

Kuranda Library and Council Office
will be closed

Tuesday 4th August 2015
To enable Library staff to attend training for the upgrade to our library 

management system.
We apologise for any inconvenience.

For urgent Council matters, please ring

Mareeba Shire Council 1300 308 461 or
Mareeba Library 4086 4622
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abn 26435200830

Russell Slater
Electrical Contractor

Electrical Installations and repairs to
  all types of electrical and marine equipment

Specializing in repairs to generators, pumps and 
hot water systems 

no job too small
Discount for pensioners

Phone 4093 8900
email bem@bomatu.com.au

Experienced  *  Reliable  *  Local  *   Professional
Electrical Contractors Lic. no. 66658

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The KCons community nursery is nearly always open 
at 1 Pademelon Lane (cnr Fallon Rd and Kennedy Hwy). 
We have a 1-off load of cane-tops mulching hay for $8 per bale. Only 
available while stocks last.  If you have trouble with carting your bales, ask 
us to give you a hand. 

A good time to plant while rain is about.  We have some good sized trees in 
pots – think about cassowary food trees for around your fence line.  

** Box trailers for hire:  4093 8834 ** 
AND NOW WE HAVE A BRAND NEW ONE 1 Pademelon Lane, Kuranda 4881   Phone:  4093 8834 

Email:  kurandaconservation@hotmail.com  Website:  www.kurandaconservation.org 

 

 

SNAKES 
Call Jax on 4093 8834 if you need a hand 
relocating pythons or Miss Hiss Reptiles 
on 4093 8395 for venomous snakes. In a  
month’s time, snakes will be more active 

 

FERAL PIGS and CATS and  
UNRESTRAINED DOGS are 
the reason for many of the calls we 
receive.  We have traps (and are 
about to go into production to make 
more) to help reduce the number of 
non-native predators that hound our 
wildlife.  It has been recently reported 
that  numbers of even common birds 
such as kookaburras and magpies are 
reducing.  Could this be in part due to 
cats catching lizards and insects, the 
food of such birds? 
How often do you hear someone say 
that their cat only catches little 
lizards?  It’s all connected.  No lizards, 
fewer birds!   
If a cat is not within the boundary of 
its owner’s property, then it’s deemed 
to be feral and it might fall foul of a 
trap that’s in place to protect wildlife. 
Love your cat and keep it safe indoors 

THE BLACK MOUNTAIN ROAD 
PINE PLANTATIONS 

HQ Plantations’ representatives kindly took 
a contingent of KConers on an excursion 
through their pine plantations this week. 
Our purpose was to see where we might re-
vegetate with cassowary food trees to con-
nect up the many gullies and creeks 
throughout the plantation areas to assist 
cassowary movement. 
While we would like to see the Caribbean 
Pines gone and replaced with Blue Quon-
dong (local, native, fast-growing white tim-
ber), we’re not going to win that argument 
(market forces), so we’re aiming  to achieve 
the best possible improvement to the exist-
ing situation. 
Interestingly, the photo at right shows a 
great deal of native vegetation growing 
within the pine forest – and supporting 
cassowaries.  We came across a casso poo 
and are raising the seeds in the nursery. 

WE’RE NOT YOUR REGULAR JOBFIND 
SITE:  With a spectacular range of skills 
coming into the KCons’ nursery, we’re abuzz 
with ideas and plans.  New  industries are 
coming alive amid smiles and laughter.  
We’re calling in experts to teach us 
woodworking, metalworking, pottery and 
engraving skills – as well as all that 
horticultural knowledge needed in a nursery. 

The New Trailer Has Arrived 
You’ll have to wear gloves 
before we’ll let you touch our 
shiny new trailer!  Registered 
and all. So, now we have two. 

You may need to borrow the 
trailer to cart your bales of hay. 
We have a limited shipment of 
cane-tops bales going for $8 
each. 

A good range of advanced 
plants are available to give you 
an instant garden or a head start 
on fruiting trees. 

If you are aware of cassowaries 
in your neighbourhood, we have 
food trees and shrubs ready for 
planting.  Young birds (juveniles) 
are being reported regularly.  
They’re  looking for new home 
ranges having been sent off by 
the parent bird who is now more 
interested in incubating a new 
clutch of eggs.  
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Date Claimers
•	 Thu	6th	August	General	Meeting	-	Guest	Speaker	Vern	Hansen	“How-to	tips	

on	Macrobotanical	photography”	Kuranda	Recreation	Centre.	All	Welcome.
•	 Sat	8th	August		-	Envirocare	Field	Day	-		All	welcome	-	Meet	8am	Nursery	
•	 Sat	15th	August		-	Holloways	Beach	Coast	Care	community	Day	-	carpool
•	 21st	&	28th	August		-	TAS	Canoe	Students	Tree	Planting	-	Wha	Hae
•	 Sat	29th	August			-	Treeforce	Community	Day	-	carpool

Donate now and help us care for tree roos today

www.treeroorescue.org.au 

Visit us on 

Tree Roo Rescue
and Conservation Centre Ltd
We are a non-profit organisation that rescues and rehabilitates, 
orphaned, injured or displaced tree kangaroos.

Unfortunately an increasing number of Lumholtz tree kangaroos are 
being killed by dogs and hit by cars each year.

Please donate to us and the money will go directly towards treating and 
caring for these beautiful animals.

If you find an injured tree kangaroo
please ring us on 0427 790 694

Give a gift that keeps growing, through our local Grow Project.
www.envirocare.org.au  www.facebook.com/Kuranda Envirocare/info

BOX TRAILER HIRE: Contact Hans 4093 8393

FNQ Wildlife Rescue Assoc. Inc.
(Established 1994)

Caring for the region’s native wildlife.
Wildlife carers are all volunteers.

Tax deductible donations appreciated.
New members welcome.

Tel: 07 4053 4467 (24 hrs) Email: fnqwr@bigpond.com

If you would like to come in and check out our great selection of native plants don’t hesitate 
to drop in for a chat. See above for opening hours. Our trees are all a $2 donation.

Yellow Crazy Ant (YCA) Community Taskforce Kuranda 
 2015 Second Activity Report 

In	 July	 fifteen	 volunteers	 turned	 up	 for	 a	 YCA	 treatment	 round.	 They	 worked	
alongside	the	Green	Army	Team	to	distribute	bait	across	the	infestation	area.		With	
a	helicopter	knocking	out	almost	50%	of	the	27ha	treatment	area	and	with	more	
hands	on	the	ground,	this	treatment	round	was	completed	within	two	days.	

For	 effective	 eradication	 of	 YCA,	 it	 is	 essential	 that	 baiting	 treatments	 are	
conducted	in	a	short	space	of	time.	Ongoing	monitoring	activities	will	determine	
the	success	of	this	treatment	round.	

The	 next	 treatment	 is	 in	 September	 and	 more	 volunteers	 will	 be	 needed.	
Each	treatment	is	very	important	but	the	upcoming	treatment	in	September	is	of	

particular	 importance.	We	must	knock	YCA	numbers	right	back	 from	the	banks	
of	 the	 Barron	River	 before	 the	 next	wet	 season.	 YCA	 have	 the	 potential	 to	 raft	
downstream	and	recolonise	in	other	areas.	Now	is	the	time	for	action!	

Volunteers	 can	 help	 in	more	ways	 than	 one,	 please	 register	 your	 interest	 in	
volunteering	with	the	Yellow	Crazy	Ant	Community	Taskforce	here:

www.envirocare.org.au

Biodiversity Tree Planting Update
We	are	into	the	3rd	year	of	our	Biodiversity	Project,	a	five	year	project	that	aims	
to	revegetate	12ha	of	riparian	species.	The	site	starts	from	Fairyland	and	runs	in	
between	the	river	and	the	railway	upstream	to	Mantaka.	

We	still	have	many	areas	to	plant	
over	 the	 next	 2	 years	 and	 the	
wildlife	 corridor	 is	 beginning	
to	 attract	many	 new	 species	 of	
birds	 and	 animals.The	 last	 12	
months	have	seen	6,525	trees	in	
the	ground	and	many	wonderful	
volunteers	 who	 have	 dedicated	
their	 time	 and	 energy	 towards	
this	great	cause.

Planchonella Chartacea
Formerly	Pouteria	(Thin-leaved	Coondoo)
This	 well	 shaped	 bushy	 understory	 tree	
grows	 10-12m	 so	 makes	 a	 great	 garden	
species.	 It	 belongs	 in	 the	 SAPOTACEAE	
family	 which	 was	 formerly	 known	 as	
SAPINDACEAE.	 Its	 red	 to	 black	 fruits	 are	
eaten	by	the	endangered	Southern	Casowary.	
It	 is	 naturally	 found	 between	 Byron	 Bay	
NSW	 and	 Cape	 York	QLD,	 in	 Littorial	 and	
Sub	Tropical	rainforests.
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Falvo Constructions
QBSA 1042254

CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE FOR 
ALL BUILDING NEEDS

New Houses • Renos • Decks • Concrete Slabs
Bathrooms • Steel Fabrications

0418 746 100 4093 8461
www.falvoconstructions.com.au

Local to Kuranda

PO Box 66
Kuranda 4881

Ph: (07) 4093 8942
mail@kurandapaper.com
www.kurandapaper.com

Shop 2, 24 Coondoo Street
The Red House Arcade

Kuranda

The Kuranda Paper is produced monthly on 
the last Thursday of the month. Deadline for 
receipt of copy and ads is the Friday before 
publication. See page 2 for details.



Our local paper is produced by a small dedicated 
team consisting of typesetters, artwork designers, 

proofreaders, administrators and paper folders.
The paper can only exist through the continuing 

support of our advertisers.
Please support our advertisers by referring to the 

paper’s advertisers first before consulting local 
directories.
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UNITING CHURCH
IN AUSTRALIA

Kuranda Faith Community
Meets Second Sunday of the month

4.30 – 5.30pm

KURANDA RECREATION CENTRE
Fallon Road • Ph: 4093 8730

Conversation as Prayer

THE ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA, ST SAVIOUR’S KURANDA
Invites you to Worship 

SUNDAY 
8.00am Holy Communion 
9.30am Family Eucharist
9.30am Sunday School

5.00pm Afternoon Worship
Holy Communion August 2

all other Evening Prayer

TUESDAY
9.00am Holy Communion

THE PATRONAL FESTIVAL OF THE 
TRANSFIGURATION
Saturday August 8th 

6.00pm Sung Eucharist 
Sunday August 9th 

8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)

9.30am Family Eucharist
5.00pm Evening Prayer

POSSUM CORNER OP SHOP
Monday to Saturday, 8.30am to 12.30pm

CAKES, AND BOOKS
Saturday August 1, 8.30am -12.30pm  

Enquiries: Chris Wright Tel 4093 8735 • Email: wrightc@iig.com.au

St Christopher’s
CATHOLIC 
CHURCH

Barang Street, Kuranda

Our Sunday Mass held at 6.00pm

Mass: First Wednesday of each month at 7.00pm 

A Thought for August

•  Morning prayers each Thursday at 8.00am, 
in the park in lower Therwine Street Kuranda 
followed by coffee

•  Meditations/Reflections: Devotional meeting 
based on the Scriptures of the World’s great 
Religions, by arrangement

•  Study Circles now available in Mareeba and 
Kuranda on spiritual themes.  Anyone can join in 
the study circle, no charge

•  Also regular events in Cairns, Atherton, Malanda, 
Tolga, Mareeba and other places

•  Telephone 4093 7120/4093 9571 or www.bahai.
org; or www.bahai.org.au

Baha’i Thought for the Month

From the Baha’i Community of Mareeba/Kuranda

Need a new washing machine, fridge or other 
essential houshold goods?

NILS
The No Interest Loan Scheme provides interest-free loans for 

individuals or families on low income.
How much can you borrow?

It varies, but usually up to $1,000 and the repayment period is 
up to 2 years.

Who is eligible?
Anyone holding a Health Care Card or Pension Card.

See Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre for more details.

If someone in your 
family has a drinking 
problem, you can see 

what it is doing to 
them, but can you see 

what it is doing to you?

Al-Anon
can help you!

MEETINGS IN KURANDA,
SMITHFIELD, CAIRNS

Phone Kate 4093 9668
1300 ALANON

First among the great principles revealed by Bahá’u’lláh 
is that of the investigation of reality.

The meaning is that every individual member of 
humankind is exhorted and commanded to set aside 
superstitious beliefs, traditions and blind imitation of 
ancestral forms in religion and investigate reality for 
himself.

Inasmuch as the fundamental reality is one, all 
religions and nations of the world will become one 
through investigation of reality.

The announcement of this principle is not found in 
any of the sacred Books of the past.

Abdu’l-Bahá

THIS month we read from St John’ Gospel Chapter 6.1-15.
All of us are aware that there are many differences between the content and the styles of the four versions 

of the Gospel which we have in the Bible. There is also, of course, much similarity. But it is interesting that of 
all the miracles done by Jesus, this is the only one which is recalled and included by all four Gospel writers. 
There must be reasons why it lived in all their minds so vividly. If, as we know, much of the Gospel’s content 
was already in circulation as teaching material among that first generation or two of Christians, then this 
particular miracle must have held a special place in those early years.
One reason will immediately occur to any Christian. This is the miracle which we are reminded of every time 
we raise our hands for the bread of Eucharist. We begin by breaking a small piece of bread, and many come 
forward to share the meal which flows from that bread.

There are endless levels of meaning and teaching which flow from this miracle. Perhaps we might take one 
very simple and practical lesson from it.

We listen to the exchange between Jesus and two of the disciples, Philip and Andrew. As the crowd grows 
to immense proportions, Jesus asks Philip, what he thinks they should do. Philip feels overwhelmed. He has a 
vision of the enormous bill for food, even if they could get it in this deserted area! Andrew does little better. He 
rather apologetically points out that there is someone nearby with a little food. Neither disciple is presenting 
a solution, yet there is an important difference between their approaches. Philip takes the position that the 
situation is hopeless, while Andrew sees some glimmer of possibility, however minuscule. It is this possibility 
that Our Lord then works with, and the result we know. From the tiny resource flows sufficient for all.

This is often true in our lives. There is a task to be done, a problem to be solved, a project to be completed. 
It seems far too big for us. We look about; seeking for whatever resources may be available. At first we search 
fruitlessly. Anxiety mounts. There is a feeling of fear and frustration. Sometimes panic sets in. Then we see 
something to cling to and work with. At first it may seem almost idiotic to hope that this will help. But we find 
that making a start, taking the first step, enables us to deal with the situation. From the small, pitiable initial 
resource, amazing results flow. It can be true spiritually. Indeed, it can be true in all sorts of practical everyday 
ways in our lives.

When confronted with daunting tasks, we might do well not to dismiss what seems at first a small and 
useless resource.



FREE CLASSIFIEDS
For a limited time the Kuranda Paper will accept your 

Classifieds up to 30 words FOR FREE.
(Classifieds over 30 words, 25c per word.)

Email to mail@kurandapaper.com
Post to PO Box 66 Kuranda 4881 The Stars in August
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Desperately Needed! Medium to large birdcage, suitable 
for parakeet. Ph: 4092 7101.
Looking for something new and exciting for that special 
occasion or to wear at the races?  Checkout ‘Just Gorgeous’ 
open everyday until 4.00 (or later by appointment) New 
summer stock is now currently arriving almost daily. 
Ph 4093 7508 or follow us on FaceBook.
Cleaner Available for domestic cleaning. All equipment 
provided. Experienced, honest and reliable. Professional 
cleaning at fair rates. Sorry no mould removal or vacates. 
Ph: Jessie 0407 677 724.
Tatjana, psychic now residing in Kuranda for personal 
reading ring 0417 837 221.
Are you in pain? Atlas realignment therapy can be highly 
beneficial. Ph: 040 900 1211; email tristentotton@gmail.
com; www.atlasinbalance.com
 Yoga at Myola: $10/class, $6 concession Tuesdays and 
Thursdays 10.00am & Saturdays 10.00am Introduction to 
Yoga class for strength and flexibility Limited numbers: Pat 
Daly 4093 8509.
Bowen Therapy: Thursdays in Kuranda. Relief from pain 
and stiffness in joints and muscles, including head, neck and 
back ache. Realign your body, release stress.
$40 adults, $10 kids. 0408 400 049.
Massage with Sheree Scott: relaxation & remedial  22 
Williamson Drive, Kuranda. Ph 4093 9490; 0421 102 722. 
Santosha Kuranda Yoga Studio: health, flexibility and 
strength for the individual. 4093 8509 Pat Daly.
Rainforest Dreaming Shops 50 & 51 Original Market
Locally handmade Soy Candles & Wax Melts – over 30 
fragrances. Handmade Dreamcatchers, Suncatchers, 
Gemstone products. Plus large range of incense & giftware.
Pottery classes: Learn – Relax – Create
Lessons based on individual projects in small classes – hand 
building and wheel throwing. Beginners and experienced 
welcome. Fully equipped private studio. Mondays 9.30am 
-12.30 pm. Info & Bookings Phone Mollie 4093 9063.
Clare Souter Gallery at Kuranda: Classes Wed-Sat 
10.00am-1.00pm. Beginners to advanced. Gallery hours 
9.00am to 4.00pm Wed to Sat. Ph 0408 258 747. Don’t 
wait until it’s too late. Start painting now. 
Cleaning Needs: office, home and commercial, call 1800 
MYCLEANER
Experienced Reiki Master/Psychic Julie Bell 
available for Reiki, Energy Work, Aura Cleansing & Chakra 
Balancing. Psychic Readings including Past Lives, Angels 
& Spirit Guides. Shop 49 Original Kuranda  Rainforest 
Market.
Huge Garage Sale Saturday 1 Aug 8-3, 1 Spring Cres, 
Kuranda Springs. Antiques, furniture, household goods, 
tools, building material, clothes. 0416 620 303

28 June to 27 July   53mm
Wettest day 30 June  29.2mm • Rainfall so far this year: 1348mm • Wet Days: 11 • Dry Days: 19

PROVIDED BY willyweather.com.au

Kuranda Transfer Station
Opening Times

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS
8.00am to 5.00pm

Kuranda Branch Library and Council Office
4–12 Thoree Street • Phone 4093 9185

www.library.muc.qld.gov.au

COMMUNITY NOTICES

Mareeba
Shire

LIBRARY
Monday to Friday
10.00am-5.00 (5.30 Tuesday)
Saturday 9.00-12.00

COUNCIL SERVICES
Monday to Friday
10.00am- 4.30
Saturday closed

BIBS & BOBS
Swarovski Gems

GOLD & SILVER JEWELLERY
TOLGA MARKET

1st Sunday of Month

SPEEWAH MARKET
2nd/4th Sunday

 Rob Hart
 Resident Astrologer & Tarot Card Reader
 Kuranda Heritage Markets

 Ph. (07) 4093 0218 



Just DownUnder is the shop  for clearance designer 
fashions  located under ‘Just Gorgeous’  and  open every 
weekend from 10:15 until 3:30. Or please visit our on line 
shop www.ebay.com.au/usr/justdownunder for a sample of 
what is available Just DownUnder! 
I Ching readings: Chinese wisdom 3000 years old, 
foundational science behind Feng Sui.  Worriesome 
issues personal/business can be dismantled/reassembled 
enabling greater confidence going forward.  $20 per hour.  
0429 090 476
Mow with the flow: Most competitive prices on small 
yards and rubbish removal. 0427 307 322
House and 2 acres for sale in myola.  Red brick home, 
3 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, 2 toilets, large work shed, large 
shadehouse, completely level land with lovely established 
gardens.  Inspections welcome.  $545,000 Negotiable.   
Phone 4093 7297 or 0438 937 297.
Tractor for sale.  Massey ferguson tea20. Petrol.  In good 
mechanical working order.  Set up to pull large slasher.  Al-
ways kept in a shed.  Price slashed to $1750.00 Phone 4093 
7297 or 0438 937 297.

“There is a theory which  states that if any life-
form ever discovers exactly how and why the 
universe exists, it will instantly transform into 
something even more bizarre and inexplicible.

There is another theory which states that 
this has already happened…”

Thanks to Douglas Adams for the quote. And to 
which we may add: “Again. And again…” No particular 
belief systems have survived, but continuously, or 
abruptly, transform. And still astrology survives, 
more-or-less intact, incorporating and expanding  
understanding, along with the changes.

So, back to Douglas. Astrologically this looks like 
one ot those times, somebody, somewhere, suddenly 
saw it and  “Pop!” it transformed. Damn! We were 
getting close… The great surge of energy through 
Cancer, swinging on a line from Pluto in Capricorn. A 
strong line, but fully tested when Sun, Moon, Mercury 
and Mars all swing through Cancer, passing through 
and into Grand Water trines with Neptune and Pisces 
and Saturn in Scorpio. Mother Earth is holding steady; 
wavering and settling… now we shift into August.

Right on the Full Moon… full just before midnight 
12:00 am 1st August. Ding! At 8 degrees Aquarius, 
with the Sun exactly opposite at 8 degrees Leo. A 
very impressive start to the month. That should ring 
some bells – as in ringing in the changes: Baptisms, 
weddings, funerals – the  big changes. Now here we 
are. If those Aquarius and Leo 8 degree points are 
active in your birthchart – that’s where the bell will 
ring… round? Begins.

Venus and Saturn are squaring off as the bell rings 
on 5th August: Saturn gaining forward momentum on 
the sting of Scorpio and Venus retro back-stepping off 
the gold degree of Leo. Who wins? Saturn, you would 
think. So the process is really the teacher revealing 
the gold in the love-seeker. Painstakingly.

If the stinging-swinging tail sweeps away the 
crumbling dross to reveal the gold – real treasures 
are revealed. See how they shine. The sun shining 
brightly on the Sun-in-Leo people who know they rule 
through their direct connection with the creative solar 
frequencies. Or who just “know”. The other 90% of 
us: not so sure…

Shine on Leo-Suns! Venus is stepping lightly back 
through Leo all month, and Mars arrives in Leo on 
9th August. Jupiter also still in Leo until the 11th. 
There’s a hot window of excitement from day one 
to day eleven. Then, with nice little rituals, the light 
shifts – some to follow; some to wait…

It feels like a very creative time, on all levels: 
inspirations, ideas, artistic work, practical and 
competitive projects, and spiritual awareness. 

A very broad spectrum. Something for everyone. 
The Jupiter square Saturn, also active early in the 
month, pushes the boundaries and expands the 
possibilities. Pluto is involved in there too, so those 
pulsing moments will carry a bit of a bang. Mars in 
Leo all month, so plenty of fuse-lighters! 

On 13-14th the New Moon & Sun in Leo make an 
exact fire trine to Uranus in Aries. Venus in Leo not 
far away. Now that’s fiery! Chances taken; ventures 
dared, leaps into the unknown set capes flying. 
Exciting times are likely.

The three outer planets, all settled well into 
retrograde motion, keep the brakes on any really 
long-term aims, but focus back into the day-to-
day. Through the middle to the end of August, it’s a 
polishing, shining, perfecting, deeply studying until it 
really shines, time of the year. And healing. 

End of the month (30th) Full Moon in Pisces. So 
all is understood and forgiven – if that is your goal. 
Softly, softly…



Every Month 
KNC Management Committee Meeting 5:30pm Rob Veivers Drive Ph 4093 8933 for 
details
Every  Saturday
Kuranda Envirocare Tree Planting, Ph 4093 9926  for details or check website www.
envirocare.org.au 

First Saturday
Garden Group 2.00pm Ph David or Graham 4093 9492

Every Sunday
A.A. CWA Hall 10.30am Ph 4093 7599
Speewah Country Market 8.00am to 2.00pm 4093 0361 
Yoga with Aileen 10.30am Kuranda Recreation Centre: Contact Aileen 4093 7401

Second Sunday
Uniting Church  Recreation Centre 4.30 pm, Krishna 4093 8730

Every Monday
Kids Aerial Circus with Louise Kohn. Bookings essential at the Amphitheatre 3.30pm, 
0424 928 917
Yoga – Gentle 8.15am for 8.30 start. Energise your life with HALS (Health across the Life 
Span) QCWA Hall, Phone Aileen 4093 7401 or Sheila 4093 7617

Every Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday
Al-Anon Family Groups 6.00pm Ph Kate 4093 9668 or 1300ALANON
Karate at CWA Hall Kuranda 6.15pm to 7.15pm for more info call Geoff 4093 7380
Koah Sports & Social Club 7.30pm Barbara La Baysse 4093 7026

Every Tuesday
Yoga at the Kuranda Amphitheatre 9.00-11.00am
Tae Kwon Do & Self Defence  6.30pm CWA Hall Ph 0437 438 196
8 Ball  7.00pm at Kuranda Recreation Centre
Kuranda AA meeting Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre, 7.30pm

Second Tuesday
Kuranda SES Training, 7.30pm sharp at Fallon Road. Ph James Partridge 0402 119 642

Second & Fourth Tuesday
Mareeba Toastmasters meets 7.30-9.30pm, Mareeba RSL.Phone Fran 4093 7288 or 
Lenore Wyatt 0447 757 336. Guests welcome.

Third Tuesday
Tourism Kuranda meets in the office, Centenary Park 4:30pm

Every Wednesday
Yoga 5:30 pm Kuranda Recreation Centre: Contact Aileen 4093 7401
Lifeline Counselling at KNC (appointment necessary)
Craft and Social Morning at QCWA Hall 9.00am. Contact craft teacher 4093 7016
Kuranda Playgroup 9.30am Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre. New families please 
phone Lynda 4093 0891 or 0410 337 932.
Karate at Koah Hall 6.15pm-7.15pm for more info call Geoff 4093 7380
Mah Jong  at KNC  1.00 to 4.00pm. All welcome
Yoga for kids. Limited places. Please phone 4093 8283 

First Wednesday
Kuranda Interagency Network Meeting 2.00pm at KNC
Kuranda and District Chamber of Commerce 4.30pm  Kuranda Hotel

Second Wednesday
QCWA meeting 12.00 at QCWA Hall Ph: President 4093 8215, Secretary 4093 8362 
Kuranda and Environs Community Alliance Group – 10.00am Kuranda 
Neighbourhood Centre.

Every Thursday
Kuranda Dance classes 6.00pm at the Kuranda 
Community Precinct during school term.  Phone Lisa for 
enquiries 0409 367 967.
Rotary 6.00pm Kuranda Hotel/Motel Ph 4093 7206
Tae Kwon Do & Self Defence  6.30pm CWA Hall 
Ph 0437 438 196
Capoeira Training and Roda. 7-8:30pm.
Phone Ole 0468 408 963
Kuranda Rangers Soccer:  training 4.30-5.30pm 
Linda 0437 255 229
Yoga at the Kuranda Amphitheatre 9.00-11.00am

Second Thursday
Ambulance 7.30pm Ambulance  Centre, Fallon Road

First Friday
House of Chia Mareeba, Market 9.00-3.00 

CONTRIBUTORS: PLEASE CHECK DETAILS AND 
ADVISE CHANGES

  CAIRNS TO KURANDA SHUTTLE    

  Departs From Shuttle Runs Daily (Except Christmas Day)   

 CAIRNS Central Rail Station 6.45am 8.30am 11.30am 1.30pm *3.00pm  

  CAIRNS 79 Abbott Street 6.50am 8.35am 11.35am 1.35pm  3.05pm   

  SMITHFIELD Bus Shelter 7.05am 8.50am 11.50am 1.50pm  3.30pm   

  KURANDA 7.25am 9.10am 12.10pm 2.10pm  3.55pm   

  KURANDA TO CAIRNS SHUTTLE   

  Departs From Shuttle Runs Daily (Except Christmas Day)   

  KURANDA *7.30am 9.15am 12.30pm 2.15pm 4.10pm   

 RAINFORESTATION  7.35am 9.20am 12.35pm 2.20pm 4.15pm  

  CAIRNS Central Rail Station  8.30am 10.00am 1.15pm 3.00pm 4.55pm   
 

      

 

  
*7.30am Shuttle via TAFE, Trinity Bay High, Cairns High - Excluding Sundays & Public Holidays 
*3.00pm Shuttle via Cairns High, TAFE, Trinity Bay High - Excluding Sundays & Public Holidays   

  

ATHERTON TABLELANDS TO CAIRNS   

  

Departs From Monday to Friday 
 1               2               3     

Saturday  
1                 2  

Sunday  
     *1*          **2** 

 

  

ATHERTON 6.15am 9.00am 3.30pm 6.15am 9.00am 9.00am 3.30pm  
  

MAREEBA 6.45am 9.30am 4.00pm 6.45am 9.30am 9.30am 4.00pm  
  

SPEEWAH 7.10am 9.55am 4.25pm 7.10am 9.55am 9.55am 4.25pm  
  

KURANDA 7.30am 10.05am 4.35pm 7.30am 10.05am 10.05am 4.35pm  
  

CAIRNS Service Terminates 8.30am 11.15am 5.35pm 8.30am 11.15am 11.15am 5.35pm  
  

 CAIRNS TO ATHERTON TABLELANDS  

  

Departs From Monday to Friday 
 1               2               3     

Saturday  
1                 2  

Sunday  
     *1*          **2** 

 

  

CAIRNS Central Rail Station  8.45am 3.20pm 5.45pm 8.45am 3.20pm 3.20pm 5.45pm  
  

SMITHFIELD Bus Shelter 9.00am 3.35pm 6.00pm 9.00am 3.35pm 3.35pm 6.00pm  
  

KURANDA 9.20am 4.05pm 6.25pm 9.20am 4.05pm 4.05pm 6.25pm  
  

SPEEWAH 9.25am 4.10pm 6.30pm 9.25am 4.10pm 4.10pm 6.30pm  
  

MAREEBA 9.55am 4.40pm 6.55pm 9.55am 4.40pm 4.40pm 6.55pm  
  

ATHERTON Service Terminates 10.30am 5.15pm 7.30pm 10.30am 5.15pm 5.15pm 7.30pm  
 

         

  

Atherton/Cairns Services - No Services on CHRISTMAS DAY or GOOD FRIDAY 
Sunday Service *1* on PUBLIC HOLIDAYS - No Sunday Service **2** on LONG WEEKENDS    

  For further information please visit 
    www.transnorthbus.com.au 

Trans North - Atherton -  Ph 0400 749 476 17.03.2014 

Bus & Coach 

Permits required for ALL fires

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
FIRE or other emergencies – please phone 000

SES Flood or Storm emergencies – please phone 132 500

RURAL FIRE BRIGADE WARDENS
Davies Creek
Koah
Kuranda
Myola
Speewah

4093 3181
4042 5468
0408 077 746
4093 7190 / 0408 151 199
4093 0211

Lloyd
Cairns RFO (temp.)
Nick
Duncan
John

          Mon & Tues           Wed to Fri    Sat, Sun & Pub Hol
 To: Speewah  
  Koah  
    
     
 Ex: Koah  
    
    
 Ex: Speewah
    
    

*SCHOOL DAYS ONLY              # BOOKING REQUIRED
NO SERVICE EASTER FRIDAY & CHRISTMAS DAY

Departs Bus Stop: Orchid Plaza, Abbott Street, Cairns
                                                       Mon & Tues           Wed to Fri    Sat, Sun & Pub Hol
 Departs Kuranda       
  
      
        
 

*1510 from Smithfield to Koah Mon to Fri SCHOOL DAYS ONLY
  Departs Cairns  
           
   
       

All services except 1000 go to Speewah & Koah if required
**Mareeba

# Via Caravonica, Redlynch, Raintrees, Westcourt, TAFE, Cairns City
NO SERVICE EASTER FRIDAY & CHRISTMAS DAY

JOHN’S KURANDA BUS
“The Local Bus”

 Ph.  John 0418 772 953

0900

*1530
1750

#0705
#1315
*1550
#0710
#1320
*1540

0900
1300

*1530
1750

#0705
#1315
*1550
#0710
#1320
*1540

1000

1645
#0815

#0820

#0720
1330
1530

#0720
0900
1330
1530

0720
1530

**0825
1700

0825
1000
1700

0825
**1615
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Words of Wisdom from my Grandmother

I have reached 
the age when my 
train of thought 

leaves the station 
without me.

Justice of 
the Peace

(QUALIFIED)
Please phone for 

appointment or leave a 
message, and I will get

back to you.

Phone 4093 8780 
Karen McLaren
FREE SERVICE



For more information on this or any of 
our other properties call us on 

40939050 or email at 
info@professionalskuranda.com or 

come into our office at Shop 3/12 Rob 
Veivers Drive.

View them on line at 
www.professionalskuranda.com.au

Professionals Kuranda PROFESSIONALS KURANDA

PROPERTY OF THEMONTH
.

$365,000 Neg

Saeed Derakshan
Sales 

PH: 0408792823

Louise Baume
Sales 

PH: 0411559518

Tracey Hayes
Sales

PH: 0418963796

This lovely character filled cottage nestled on
half an acre in the rainforest needs some TLC to
transform it into your own private paradise. A lick
of paint and you are on your way. Downstairs
there is provision for an extra bathroom with
plumbing all ready to go. An extension on the
back is a definite possibility and you could turn
one of the downstairs rooms into a small home
office. All this gives this lovely house plenty of
potential. A timber deck overlooks a grassy area
where you can sit and enjoy your coffee in the
morning. Located at the Top of the Range
Estate, it's only 30 minutes drive to Cairns.
Perfect for the first home buyer or as an income
producing rental property. At this price it will go
fast!


